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The Michigan station, while advising
earlier plantiug, has stated that strawberries ntay be set with good results
us late as the middle of September in
that latitude unless autumn drought
thould check the plants. It states that
farther south fall planting is more
practical, and on this point a Missouri
correspondent advisee as follows in the
Ohio Farmer:
Each recurring season when strawberries are ripe everybody who has a
patch of ground wants to plant a bed
right away. Scores of times we are
nsked the questions: "When is the best
time to set them out? Can't 1 set out
a bed now and have fruit next year?"
When we tell the questioners that the
best way is to set out the bed in the
spring and that they will get no fruit
till the following season, their ardor
L-ools. liop« is deferred too long. But
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Bankrupt's

Petition for

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.

lome of the more insistent ones will
juote Instances of plants set in July
that bore fruit the following season.
?o they will; but the plants will not
nuke runners to amount to much, and
for every plant that is to bear fruit
text year oue must be >et out. And if
;he setting is to»» late to make runners
ind thus multiply the plants it is Jusi
is well lo wait till September, and if

SALESMEN WANTEi) SSLST
oxford and adjacent countle».

or

Discharge.

In the matter of
•John M. MKSAMIN.
; In Bankruptcy
here are abundance of good, strong
Kank-ui't.
J
TotbeH<>>< L«k».n< κ hale. Judge of the Ittliants handy u fairly good yield of
t:lrt t oust of llie Uulted -late- tin the District
'ruit may be had next year and the
<>l Mnlllr
■ >IIN ν, ί·ΕΝΛΜΙΝ of Rum for I. !n the
>ed be brought iuto tine condition for
In
of
and
St.te
Maine,
»l
of
Oxford,
.mnty
he next year by doing this way:
District. rt-pe. trull ν r< |>r*»ent· t ut un the
:-ih 'lay of April, la-t
past. he wa- 'uly
1
Any time the latter part of August or
<»»
Coi".
Act··
U''ge·
bankrupt un.1er the
>veu in September or October piepare
»··.·.. rv.atlng t> l-ankruptcy; that he ha* duly
-urrendered all hi* property an>1 right- ot
h* ground well, mark the rows tliree
>|*rtv, and ha- fully comp led with a.I the
for small
-··autrement* of Mid \ct-and of the oplers of md a half feet apart
l<.art touching hi* bankruptcy.
secure plants of this year's growth, set
W here ore he pray··. That he may be .lec-eed |
iome ten or twelve plants about five
tt:e Court to bave a full 'IW'hirge front all
bti· provable agaln-t hi· estate. un>ler «al<i
ncbes apart for a space of twenty
are
art
-uch
bti»
d«
Ba krupt Act·», except
nches. planting on each side of center
••pu··! bv i.iw from euch «Hecharge
l*ate'! th(> 3 th lav of Auk.. \. I». 19»î
>f row. then leaving n space of, say.
John m« men \ viv.

patches:

·■

welve inches, place one good plant In
This is uot to bear fruit, but
In
or propagating runners %e\t year.
he figure the plants at A are for run
Cultivate plants A
iers. Β for fruit.
ifter fruiting is over, cut out plants Β

Bankrupt.

UHOKR OF NOTICE THfcltKO*.
In-rnier «>r M «ink. ·»■«.
I>. l'joi, on rea.1
"ii thl» «th day of Sept., A
It 1*—
it _■ th·· foregoing petit I· >
ordered by the Court, That a hear'nir be ha·:
■n the «aine «·η the X:n .lay of -ept., A. l>.
>·.' Iiefore <al·! Court at PortUu l. In *al I DI-th.it no.
t· t tt in o'clock In thi-forenoon, an
there»· be published lu the oxford I'cm··•it. a i.ew-paper printed In «aM ldetrtct. and
t all known creditor-, an·I other {«ertHjn- In
lM.-rert, may a|>(iear at the -aid time an>l pi ice.
h.'W cattle, if any they have, why the
l.
«yer of >al<l ι^-tltl.>ner nhouM not *>e grante
Λ
I It W further orlere<l by the Court, That
« t-rk diali *en·! by mall to all known credt!
h<'r>ioplc· of pal l petition an.l thSoPier, a·!
-••"Cd to tht-m at their placet· of re»ldence a»
ta ted
\V:tne«« the HuN.CLAItt.NCK Halk Ju'ljre
f f «a!*l Court, and Uie aeal thereor, at Port·
,ln <al'i Idetrlct, on the Oth 'lay of Sept.
A 1>. llvi.
A. H. DA VIS, Clerk.
l. η. ]
A true copy of petition an.I order thereon.
Α. II. DA \ IS, Clerk
AUent

•enter.

md let the remaining plants produce
j he matted row. Be sure to plant at
east one row in three of staminates
iuch as Lovett. Candy, Brandy wine,
|
1

»

dichel's lîRrly. The other rows may
»e of the perfect tlowiring kinds, as
la ver land. Wartield. Bubach, Crescent
md many others.

ENSILAGE CUTTING.
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C..I.VII
□ (ΙΠΙΜίΐμΐ 3
In the matter of
JESSE K. FULLER,

f-.
IWI

Bankrupt

IV__ 1

ν<»ι».^νι

)

!/» Bankruptcy.

)

T<> the Ho*. Ci.AHt.Mt Ηλι κ. Judge ofthel'lstriet Court of the I'nlted States for the District
of Maine
Ι Κ·>·>ΚΚ KI LLER, formerlyof Kuniford, now
») >t Hebron, In the County of'< >xford, and suie
if >L«lne, tn «aid District, respectfully represent*
triât ou tlieisthtlay of Apr., last part. he wasduly
udged bankrupt un· 1er the A· «of Congre?·» reit'.ng to Bankruptcy, that he haa iluly surrendered all hi* property and rights of property,
m ! ha- fully compile·! with all the require njents
of »al<i Act· U<1 of the orders of Court touching
M* bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
all
f>> the Court to have a full discharge from
debt* provable against his estate utrier said
are
as
*u<-b
debts
exceptAct»,
except
.mkrupt
ed by law from such dischargee.
Dated this Mh «lav of Sept.. A. l>. 19W.
J ESSE E. KI LLER, bankrupt.

OHOEK OK NOTICE TilKBF.oX.

DISTRICT OK MaIMK, β*.
"u this i:tth 'lay of Sept., V D. 1902, on read·
1 η ft the foregoing petition. It 1»
<»rdered by the Court, That a heart η * be had
A. D.
Ipon the same on the 3rd day of Oct.,
1 'JUS. before «al<l Court at Portland, In said Disnothat
and
the
forenoon,
trict. at 10 o'clock In
tice thereof be publluhe»! In the oxford Democrat, a newspaper pr!nte<l In -sW DWtrlct, at»·!
that all known ere·lit· re, an·! other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time an<l place,
amt show cause. If any they have, why the
l
be granted.
prayer of sai l petitioner shoul not
Anil tt I* further ordered by the Court, Th.«t
credknown
mall
all
to
send
the Clerk shall
by
itor* copies of said petition and this or 1er, adas
residence
of
their
at
to
them
dressed
places
stated.
Witness the H OS. C'LAKtHCl Hack. Judge of
the said Court, and the »cai thereof, at Portland,
In said Irt-trlct, on the 13th day of Sept., A. D.

nilioic
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Willi
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JAMES U DAVIS, ward, of Cauton. Flr<t
A.
count presented for allowance by Geo.

Wilson, guardian.

PeA EU Ν Ε D. CROC K Ε Κ of Paris, war I
tition for license to seil an I convey real estate
Rose !..
pre—η ted by Roee L. Davis, formerly

Crocker, guardian.
ADDISON E. HKRR1CK,
Judge of said Court.
* true ropy—Attest
—

ALBERT D. PARK. lieglster.

TO

LET.

Two coiufortable and low-price·! rents
ParU Hill. Apply to
MRS. E. H. CI'M MINUS,

ox

Parla H1U.

λ

Perr-anrnt
Fixture unit
Money
ïimîivr—How to llu.lj Oar.

Β:··**·ν

Tbe manufacturers would ask what
call real success. We demand a
•utter and elevator that will take bunlles of fourteen foot corn on its travelng feed and deposit the finished prodlct in the silo at the rate of fifteen tons
ο the hour without from one to three
Veders skinning their hands and cripding their backs to force big ears iuto
rhoked rolls or straighten and pack the
>undles even and thin on feed chain.
iVhen one ton of fodder is devoured in
wo minutes, it looks as if our demands
vere being met. but we ask how long
ve

product.—Excha nge.

the Dairy.
Since the advent of the cream sepadriven by
rator. which is usually
has been used to
steam power, steam
Not
clean all the utensils ill tbe dairy.
this purpose, but
only Is It etlicleut for
there is uothing
as a germ destroyer
to the botbetter because It penetrates
beats the metal
tom of the seams and
such m degree as to kill dangerous
Steam In

to

germa

i

-B
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master or trie terpsicborean art- and !
CHAPTER V.
have reason to think that 1 performed
were. I should say. about tue saraband on that night better than
200 persons present, pay and the man who inveuted it. After the

THERE

noney maker if rightly constructed
ind intelligently handled. This drier
epreseuts but one section of a large
\\ e have ban•ommercial machine.
lied seventeen of these, all iu one row
ind ull fed from oue source of heat.
ind that driven its entire length by
Iu this section we
u>t air blasts.
ihow a brick wall nicely laid up. and
lie tire door Is «imply the end of a
vmmon old box stove, in size about 3
eet long. 2 feet high and 1C or 18
nches broad. The legs should be renoved and the stove placed tiat on the
:round. The pipe should run straight
tack and come out at the rear of the
vail, low enouch down, of course, to
ireveut danger of tire to the wooden
•arts.
It should then extend fur
nouiih up to give good draft.
The first cut shows the drier as it
hould look when ready for business.
The wall Is β feet square and 2'a feet
The upi>er structure is ulso
u height.
I by ti. with posts four feet high. The
loor should be double—that is. two
loors instead of oue—and should be
uade so that crowding will be necesary In closing. They should be built
ο that when opened a clear entrance
f 4 by 4 feet Is exposed.
A car filled with trays is shown In
he second cut. This car Is a perfect
ube: dimensions, 3 feet and β inches
II round. It is open at the bottom,
op and sides, thus allowing free cirulatlon of heat. This car is not absoutely necessary, but Is very eonveni-nt. If the car Is used, an iron frame
unning from the front door of the
Irier to the rear of the same will have
ο be supplied to serve as a track for
be car. The trays as seen iu the car
re interchangeable, and necessarily
o. as fruit will often dry faster at the
ottom of the car than at the top, so
bat it will be seen that a change of
ositlon can be easily made, thus enuring a uniform lot of fruit
We favor the segment, or rounded
oof on account of tightness. The econ>my in runntug the drier Is lu being
,ble to confine the heat. Thus the enIn
Ire chamber must be airtight
»lace of the car one can construct
ratpes inside the drier to hold the
rays and get just as good results.
Îonie will wonder how this car is to be
We
tandled when out of the drier.
lurjKxsely left off the platform that
hould be built Just over the firetiox
lutter show the building.
It will l»e noticed in the first cut that
Sometimes
ventilator is marked.
dors from scorched fruits will gather
u the chamber, aud if confined for α
,oor to

inie the entire liatch will be damaged
hereby. The trays are made by either
ionising or halving the corners. Care
hould be taken iu this work, as a
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like ourfestive cavaliers,
selves. and fair ladies and
gray bearded, reverend signors and
In
wrinkled and bustling duennas.
fact. 1 bad never seen so many eignors.
A
■Ignoras and sigtiorluus together.
goodly number of the cavaliers, as well
as some of the dames, were masked,
and there seemed to have been a contest among the company as to which
might wear the most gaudy and diAs they passed to and fro
verse bues.
or mingled In the mazes of the dunce,
5 brilliant and dazziing kaleidoscope of
color. I exclaiincd to myself that I had
never seen a

sight

more

goodly.

At oue end of the salon, upon a raised
dais, sat a score of musicians, with a
lot of quaint old musical Instruments
called viols and rebecs and tidels. from
which they produced strains so crude
and simple and untaught thnt I shook
with laughter every time I listened to
Near by, with his attendants,
them.
stood the little fat duke, with a smile
upon bis Jolly red face so broad that
one standing behind him might have
seen the ends of it Not far away from

the spot occupied by this corrupt yet
amiable potentate there was another
group, which seemed to be composed of
the court beauties, and we—that Is to
say. Brother Ambrose and 1. for we
had left Gian Jacopo with the other
lackeys in the anteroom—drew near to
them, thinking that we might behold
the duke's daughter.
When we had come close. I noticed
that oue of the damosols, a lady who
wore a close titling dress of velvet and
a magnificent coronet of diamonds, was
so much more beautiful than her fellows that, though they were all very
pretty girls, they yet seemed but as
crows or magpies beside her. and 1 im
mediately guessed what Ambrose wliis
pered in my ear a moment later—that
she was none other than the peerless
Lady Ippolita. the duke's daughter.
I had never before seen such a statue
like and symmetrical form, such «paint
and lovely features, such a great i:i::ss
of raven hair, such large, dark, dreatuy
eyes, such soft and snowy whiteness
of skin or perfect rounded shape of
neck and arms. She was a maid of

eighteen or nineteen years, slender, yet
precocious maturity, and with a
moBt sweet and gracious and noble

of

Had
manner, attitude and gesture.
she been a saint 1 would have wor
shiped her. As she was a woman. 1
made it my business Immediately to
fall completely and desperately In love
with her. I really fell in love at tirst
sight. I didn't go to the whole depth
at first, but I fell, and then 1 com
meticed to sink aud sink until there
seeuied no bottom to the Intensity of
my passion.

Fortunately I was masked and could
approach her with impunity. 1 put a

bold face upon the matter and came up
to her as Romeo came up to Juliet at

old Capulet's banquet
"Wilt trip a measure with me. fair
lady?" 1 asked in my most courtly
tones.

Two years ago we became oue of the
irst t<< experiment with u real blower
<»r tilling the silo, says an Ohio Farmer
orrespondeut. and then we "blowed
hings up." Not only the fodder, but th<>
an nearly went with it on two occuLast
ions. We did lots of cutting.

res».

ρ
Γν.·^:·^

:he farm an a permanent fixture and

lllunrr—Whvn

ear we got a uiore nearly perfected
uachine aud a ten horsepower traction
■ngine, with which we tilled eight silos,
(till having a share of breakage and
lelay. yet still in hope of ultimate suc-

I PRINCE

The illustrations show th,· ilevn'.Ion
1 ge;:era! plan for a f;.rm fruit ev::pjrator that, according to an Cran.-re
ludd Farmer correspondent. will stand
;lie test. He says: It will remain ou
in

ltl|M'Un Tuu Soou.

his pace will coutinue.
For several years v.e have used the
ioru binder, oue at the loading and
mloading aud one at the feeding. Our
'orce hist year consisted of four teamsters. one man with harvester, three
Ml
>ickups and two or three at the box.
A. 11. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. s]
The past two seasons we have had uo
A true copy of lietltlon and order thereon.
A. U. 1> A VIS, Clerk.
Attest
The fodder conies
>ue in the silo.
:hrough tbe pneumatic tube with such
ΡΗΟΒΛΤΚ SOTK'i:».
reugeunce that a little devising of
To all |>ersons Interested In either of the Estai.
:>onrds at the top deflects it uearly
named
herelnafter
and
îvenly over the bottom of the silo.
At a I'robate Court, held at Paris. In
of
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
Don't leave this to care for Itself or
I
thousand
"September, in the year of our Lor! one
|rou are likely to have a mass of moldThe following matter
nine hundred and two.
1
id ensilage where the Juice and masht\|ng been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated. It 1» hereby (>ki>krku
stalks fall. Have a good way to «et
lu
id
to
all
be
person*
thereof
notice
given
That
to be |
le re-.ted. by causing a copy of this order
:o tbe pipe aud fix such a stop as will
I
Ox
published three weeks successively In the
icatter the feed without mushing it up
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
at a
>r occasioning the juices to drop.
Paris, In said County, that they may appear
the
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on
Another Important "don't" is not to
of the
third Tuesday of Oct, A. D. law-', at »
thereon If
The new man at the
cut too green.
dock In tb forenoon, and be heitrd
they see cause.
work cau't wait, but must be at his eude
LovELL L. UARDN ΚR, late of Sumner,
As a consequence he has a lits liage.
V\ lit aud petition for prolmte thereof
-a-ed
the executrix
tle creek of hard cider running from
Y.
ttartnar,
Clara
ent···!
by
pre
lb-rein name·!.
his silo, molding and smelling suspideceased.
MARY A. COLE, late of Hiram,
ciously like some of the slum quarters
Will and petition for probate thereof présenté!
lu a city. Ou the other hand, don't
therein named.
by lianes K. Co e, the executor
leave cutting too late. If half the foDANIEL D. ν.\ΤΗΚ>υ>. law of \lbanv,
liage loses Its color aud the stalk turns
Petition for order to dl-trlbute
••cased.
Mlltou
balance remaining In hands presented by
fellow, you may In· assured that too
administrator.
1'enley.
much cellulose Is going Into the silo.
Held.
CHARLES M. CHASE, minor, of Dix
estate
1'ettllon for license to «ell and convey real
1
presented by A. C. Harlow, guardian.
I
A Xfw Biz Thlnjr In ΓοίαΙοΜ.
•TITMII EMERSoX of Stow.Goo·flret
A.
MM preseuted for allowance by
"Dried potatoes" is the name of a
Wilson, trustee.
Carnew product evolved by the South
Water
LOBEXZO I». HIUCJIXS, ward, of
a*
olina agricultural experiment station.
ford. Petition for discharge from liability
Orren J
and
bondsman for guapllan presented by
The potatoes are boiled, peeled
Tubbs, one of the boiidemco Id said estate.
In a cannery and will reevaporated
de-1
I.l'rlNDA RlCHARD"*oV. late of Paris,
main In perfect condition for years.
K1nal account presented for allowance
••eased
this promLike
many other new Ideas,
executor.
by J. Perclva! Richardson,
It is reported
thing.
a
big
to
be
ises
I* \M ELI A C. Y BATON, late of Oxford
3-77
K'nal account presented for allowance by Simeon that an acre of potatoes yielded
of
K. Yeaton. administra tor.
bushels, which made 105 bushels
HATTIΕ Κ. JOHNSON, ward,of P*rls. «ret the dried product, nearly a itound to
allowance
for
by
and final account présente»!
of the raw
three aud a half pounds
Edward C. Chamberlain, guardian.
a
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CAH SHOWING FHCIT TRAYS.
is a poor thing when one
Cover these frames
In a hurry.
vith wire gauze or tray uetting. Wire
3 beet.
Common 2 by 4 stuff is sufficient for
he frame of the drier, but the covertig should lie of the best dry timber
hat can be fouud. It shuuld be nicey matched and when put on should

ticking tray

at once.
Now, we very
veil know that all farmers are not
uechanlcs, and we also know how ofen they get hung up on some seemagly simple job. I am a carpenter by

paiuted

>e

rude ami

am

u

The Maine station finds it easy to
alee blueberries from seed.
Finely spraying with bordeaux for
light saved the cucumber pickle crop
η the extensive fields of a farm this
eason.

The value of the broom corn crop
about $80 per ton. or $20 an
ere, aud farmers in New England
hlnk there is more profit in other
veruKes

Handy Device For Shocking Corn.
The accompanying Illustration shows
corn
ι handy device for putting up
ihocks for those who have not confilence in their ability ;<> build a firm

SHOCKING FODDKIt CORN.
brace of hills or do rot
)ne ibout
irish to take time to make the arch.
and
&ny one having a saw, hammer
without
in auger can make the device
llrectioua, says Farm, Field aud Firea

lide.
The

Apple Crop.

Reports respecting apples

are favor-

ible from New England, Michigan,
of
Kansas, Oklahoma and portions
Illinois, Ohio aud Virginia, and the
>utlook in Wisconsin is improved,
while in Missouri the prospects are
less favorable, and variable reports
received from New York. Elseire

where a light crop Is Indicated.—Unitid States Weather Bureau.

statue*
pedestals or tables there
of bronze and marble, some of them
showing Florentine art °f
century, while others, and they wtre
were

^^fteenth

for the most part defaced or wanting
heads and limbs, belonged to the antiquities of Rome and Athens. There
was something about the dim and softened light of the chamber, the gbostb
appearance of the marbles, the feiimj
backs of those ancient tomes
»nd the pleasing silence of the place,

HOOD FJHiftt

Condition Powders
The Beat Conditioner.

Make horses eat, expel worms, when fed as
directed, increase the milk supply In cows,
make stock healthy, prevent sickness and
distemper, keep young stock on the gain,
prevent and cure Indigestion, make hens lay.
By increasing the appetite and aiding the
digestive and assimilative functions they
enable all kinds of stock to get the greatest
possible benefit from feed consumed. ran
"My horse bad scratches and was
down. I gave him Hood Farm Condition
Powders and noticed a change for the betA. A. Govs, Montpeter in a few days."
ller, Vt.
Prices: 25c., 50c. and $1. A 35 lb. box
sells for $5. Prepared by C. I. Hood Co.,
Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A. Shc«tLxrr Λ Co., South Paris, Me.

identity."
I immediately removed the black

dwtnino with which I had concealed the

uppt r part of my countenance.
"Thou seest what
"There." s:iid I.
manner οΓ man 1 am. I will give thee
warrant, however, that thou art as fur
as before from a knowledge of my
name

and

lineage."

She looked at me with some surprise
and a j."e:it de.:l of attention. She colored slightly and cast down her soft,
dark eyes, and 1 could not help but see
that she was quite well pleased with
my appearance.
"1 must confess," said she, "that 1
know thee not, though scarcely could
there be a gentleman of the realm
whose face I have not seen. Tell me,

who art thou?"
sweet countess, thou nskest of
me now a thing which is harder for me
than would he all the labors of Hercules. If I should tell thee my name,
thou wouldst hate me. Whenas. I de
clare to thee, that even at this moment,
I hoped for something vastly différent."
"Tell me thy name now. and I swear
to thee, by our Lady, that I will not
hate thee."

She spoke with considerable warmth
and with a certain degree of tender-

S

broken now aud then by tbe sounds of
rcvelrv from the festive banquet ball,
that subdued our thoughts and made
w
them more reverent and filled
romance and sentiment, so tbat we
lingered there side by side in deligbtfu
companionship and spoke of books and

regarded by

held^

world;>

„o

two of whom have ever agreed as to

^A^femaie'attendant

now

came

into

the library and whispered to lppollta.
who at once prepared to leave me
i.
saia
fair countess,
"Prithee,
"leave me not after this cold and ab-

rup«Uon.orolse.d.me.Jatl™i

thee later, as I would fain have
of thy converse and companion

see

more

Bh"Vnd

if I return within the half
hour." she replied, with a rogulsh
••and step with thee a
that
courante wilt thou promise to do
which I shall ask of thee.
"Thou canst ask me uothin„ whlcn

loo^
measure^oMbe

the hand with a peculiar grip,
mid If they saw each other from across
the hall they signaled by putting the
thumb in the ear and moving the fin-

by

lag."

CHAPTER VI.
NOW perceived the Lady Ippolita
coming in my direction. For the
last ten minutes the orchestra
bad beeo sawing aud scraping
away in a vain attempt to tune their
They now
untunable Instruments.
struck up the music of the dance—that
Is to e«y. according to their own peculiar ideas—and I led the highborn and
matchless damlzella to her place upon
the floor. The quick movement of the
couraute was a complete transition

I

from the languishing measure of out
former dance, but it is safe to say that
lo the leaping and the curucoliug and
the sudden rush and swoop of it Ippolita and I outdid all other couples, evec
a· we danced all around them in tht
saraband. When the straius of the
tebec and fldel ceased, I led her. still
ex
rosy and panting from her graceful

"It Is grievously hard for me to say,
good Timote.)," she answered, "by reason of the strictness of the old duke,

who ever insists upon an exact account
of all my goings and comings, and also
by reason of the tedious ceremony of
the court, which eternally surrounds
me with a tiresome company of attendants. Nathlese. assure thyself that I
shall seize the first befitting moment to
escape then) and to Inform thee of the
time an.l spot where we may meet
again, for I am frank to hMl thee that
thy company is plpasnnt and thy discourse rnoie instructive than aught
that I have heard before from any
knight. And now. if thou must really
and truly go, andate con Dio."
Resuming my disguise. I now took
a tender farewell of the Ingenuous and
fascinating Ippolita and wended my
way through the still hilarious and
numerous company toward the en-

trance of the palace.
In the arched and stately entrance 1
was joined, to my great annoyance, by
the ubiquitous Brother Ambrose. Was
I then, thought I. never to get rid of

this pestiferous fellow? We were preparing to go forth upon the street when
I felt my clo:>k lightly pulled from behind. I.turned back and, behold, who
should stand before me but the comely
maid who lud summoned Castruccio's
daughter from me after the saraband.
"Who art tliou." said I in some astonishment. "and what dost thou wish

thou sayest has much the appearance
of rigmarole. Tell me further «hat I
may judge whether to believe thee.'
"Knowest thou this?" she asked, producing and ha tiding ict a costly ring
set with emeralds and diamonds which
I had that night admired upon the ta
"This Is the
per finger of Ippolita.
token which she bade me give thee, it

she^

unthere be many parts of it which
derstand not."
"Thou art not alone in this ma t
madonna. In sooth. I do think that it
hath some verses which the poet himself meant little by and the meaning of
which hath never since been discovered. Nat bless, for every such verse or
line there have arisen twenty erudite
and solemn commentators to expiai» it

own.

sy.
She then drew closer to me and spoke
in ο lower tone:
"My lady bids thee attend her. hard
upon the midnight hour, at the postern
gate of the palace garden. Au untoward thing has happened of the which,
it having much to do with thy safety,
she is much minded to acquaint thee."
"And how shall 1 know, my comely
maiden." said I. at the same time
chucking her tinder the chin, "that
thou speakest sooth? The thing which

all the
said 1.
-But the 'Divina Commedia.
••Is It not the most grand and noble
and beautiful poem in the
re"Marry, that can I not say
plied. "The reason of which is that
now

and I live only In thy presence."
Upon hearing this pretty and well
turned sentiment she gave me a tender
smile and a languishing look, and I
could have sworn that she was mine

"I am Fior<'11a. attendant to her ladyship the countess, and it please your
worship," she answered, with a courte-

™IanlJ

Table!

most warm welcome which I
would reçoive from the noble duke.
Therefore t!iou shalt acquaint no one,
and we will let matters remain as the/
be at the present time. And now I
must leave thee, for the night grows
lute: but tell me, prithee, before I depart, the hour and place where I may
again see thee, for the whole world
away from thj* side Is a dreary waste,

glad and

with me?"

ehivalrv aud love.
She had read tbe simple and homely
poetry of old Antonio Pucci.
historv and the tales of the Hound
she doted on Petrarch and his
Laura and went into ecstasies over
Bolardo's Innauiorata. Finally we began to speak of Dante, aud I was much
him not
astonished to find that she
at all in that esteem with which he is

old man, and I feared that she would gers up and down.
refuse me, but she ended by giving me
"Truly." thought I, "these Elevationbe a
a heavenly smile and laid her email, lets. If Elevationists tbey be.
cool, bejeweled hand lo mine. Much •curvy lot. and I will do well to avoid
observed by all, you may imagine, 1 led them. As to this Brother Ambrose,
the
her through the concourse, and we took who Is with me, besides being
knaves. If
our places among the dancers. It was imootbest of smooth shaven
black hearted
a slow and stately and voluptuous he Is not also the veriest
saraband which we first danced, that cutthroat then I am out In my reckonantediluvian ancestor of the minuet
and the gavot. 1 have always been a

HOBSH FOB

It was a wide and spacious apartment
filled with shelves on every side, upon
which thousands of volumes printed
aud written, were arranged In most
perfect order. All about the room upon

er

She laid her hand in mine.

!.fcing to be of such weight or difficulty.
It is simply that thou shouldst straightway muuj sK thyself and disclose thy

Castruccio's library. prithee,
"Alas,

trust in them."
I had noticed the Individuals with
whom he had been In converse, and it
struck me that their appearance bad
In fact,
been anything but honest
their fuces, or what I could see of
them, bad seemed to me most villainDuring the next
ous and sinister.
the
quarter of an hour, while I was by
side of Brother Ambrose, he greeted
several cavaliers who passed us. and
I was enabled to judge further and
more at mine ease of the peculiar quality of bis associates. They all seemed
to have an underhanded and furtive
manner, their costumes were 111 fitting,
and they glanced ever behind them.
When they met. they grasped each oth-

Xote·.

leans.
Discard onion sets and sow the hardy
chite onions, say some of the grower*.

palace and entered

the hallway of the

Gad·
torn asunder by wild horses.
socks, what wouldst thou? They are
honest men, and thou mayest put thy

be built for about $70.

rops.
A cranberry crop above the average
a quality and quantity is the general
sttmate.
Why not keep the farm neat? One
keep" clean is worth more and far
asier than two or three "make"

lU\Ye strolled along

and trusty
every one of them stanch
When 1 Imparted the
Elevationists.
fact to them, without exception they
waxed zealous in thine interest aud
did swear each and all that they would
see thee placed upon the throne of thy
Λβ to betraying thee, they
fathers.
would suffer themselves tirst to be

little cautious about

Agricultural

gave^ut-

She looked at mo in some surprise will not do." said 1.
and hesitated somewhat and acted alThe duke's daughter left me. and as
together as though she wanted to do it she went she gave meVver her shoulPerhaps there was some magnetic in- der like a Parthian shot, a smile ο
fluence at work in her—an induction mvsterious meaning and a glance that
from the current with which I was so was almost tender from the depths of
highly charged. She cast a pretty glance her irreat dark eyes.
rniuvonnnn
ι pelniiipd Brother Amtoward the duke, who stood a few feet
away, as though asking bis permis broei*. Twice or thrice in the movesion.
ment of the snrubund I had passed
"Nay. never look at me. wenen, ne him «s he stood in converse, and each
called over to her. "Thou knowest that time, it seeuied to me. 1 had heard him
thou wouldst dance with the knave if utter the name of Prince Tlmoteo. I
it pleased thee though I bade thee not now charged him with revealing mv
had
a hundred times. Away, then, with thy
Identity, the very thing which he
cavalier, whoever he tuay be. and kick told me I should avoid.
up thine heels to thy heart's coûtent."
"I did Indeed," snld he. "Inform
She blushed with displeasure at the these gentlemen of thy presence, but 1
coarse but jjood humored speech of the would have thee to kuow that they are
all of thine own faction and all and

amiug the cost of things, but this title drier is meant for business, and of
ourse all good business costs money,
ίο 1 can only say that it will depend
■ntirely ou who constructs the drier
nd in what location the materials are
I believe, however, that it
•ought.
an

music ceased I led ber into a small alcovelike apartment at one side, where
thev served such things, and there she
sat herself and partook of an ice while
I stood Inside ber and feasted my vision upon her loveliness and
terance to many foolish aud besotted
words, knowing not what I was say-

ertion. to α secluded and shadowed
nook within an arched transept behind
•ome palm trees and aloes.
"And now. sweet lady." said 1, "demand of me the thing which thou hadst
In mind to ask of me. and may perdition seize me if 1 say thee nay."
"By my halidom. fair lord, thou misapprehended me in supposing the

"Κ nou ent thou this?" she atked.
that I felt sure that I had made
small headway in enlisting her virgin affections. I was almost minded
to tell her at ouee that I was Prince
Timoteo, the enemy of her house, and
thus to put myself entirely in the
power of this enchantress, who already
had my heart so completely in her
I thought of the story of Honess. so
no

keeping.

and Juliet, and their case seemed
so to resemble our own that I concluded
to tell Ippolita the story and at the end
of it to reveal my identity and to show
her how it was altogether reasonable
that, she being a daughter of the Albizzi
and 1 being the sou of their enemies,
the Pazzi. we should think every whit
as much of each other us did the son of
the Montagues and the daughter of the
meo

"Didst ever hear." said I. "the story
of Komeo and Giulietta Capulettli"
The effect upou her of this question
She colwas most surprising to me.
ored to the temples, turned away her
head, pulled at the ribbons of her neck
a veritable
gear and seemed to be in
confusion. Finally she turned to me,
with a tear of despite in the corner of
each big luâtrous eye.
"But. sweet my lord," said she, "think
not that thou canst In this wise esto thee.
cape the question which I put
Tell me, then. 1 prithee, thy name

without furiher dallying."
I might as well out with the truth
first as last and trust myself to her

gracious clemency.

"Know. then. Lady Ippolita degli AIbizzi." sai.l 1. "that I am the greatest
enemy of thine house."
"Oh. go to!" exclaimed she. with a
drawling aRV> Mtion of Incredulity
"Upon my honor." said I. with my
hand upon my heart. "I am uouv otlior
than Prince Tiinoteo. the last of the
I'azzl. and until this night the fiercest,
most vindictive and dangerous enemy
of thy noble sire."
"Santlddio!" ejaculated the countess
after regarding me for a momeut wit»·
looks of wonder, admiration and inter

"This Is too delightful, exciting
est.
and romantif for anything. I had heard
that our enemy the prince was an Invalid. Thou bast. then, but Just recovered from thy long malady. How
Interesting! And did I understand thee
to say, pood Timoteo. that thou bear

est no louger resentment against my
bouse?"
"It is what I eaid. sweet lady, and 1
After once gazing on
now repeat It.
thy fatal beauty I could work no harm
to thee or thine. Never shall this my
good right arm again be raised against
Thy bright eyes
thine august pere.
have conquered, and henceforth he is
safe from the vengeance of the

Pazzl."

Injured

"Thou art, In sooth, too good and
kind and generous," exclaimed Ippolita. with undisguised looks of affection and admiration.
"The fact Is. dearest Ippolita," said
I, again taking possession of her hand.
*that I love thee, love thee deeply, desand eternally, and that is all

perately

there is of It"
Again she blushed, and again she
cast down her glorious eyes, turning
half away from me as she did so. She
had a habit of blushing, which mightbecame her, and whenever she

ily
blushed, not forgetting at the

same

time to turn half away, the which set
β ft more picturesquely the classic lie*

of her shape.
"Without this," continued I, "a team
of horses could not in this house have
drawn from me the confession of my
■otneness

personality. I have put myself completely at thy discretion. Breathe but
obmy name to thy fteople, and my
sequies will be appointed for the mor-

row."
"Peradventure, fair prince," said she,
"and I were tt> acquaint the duke my
father with thy presence and with the
gracious substance of thy present disposition toward him he would forget
the past and give thee warm and most
glad welcome."
"Aye, fair countess, bo it may seem
to thee, but I like not the idea of that

lacks but a half hour of the time ap
Fail not to be upon the spot
where she commands thee, as the gen
tie lady will be exceeding wroth an
she finds thee not."
A diabolical chuckle from theescap· d

pointed.

monk at tills moment interrupted in y
now realized for tinfirst time the very disagreeable and
vexatious fact that lie had overheard
with l ioevery word of my interview
rella and that now the rogue was in
full possession of the secret of my rela-

cogitations, and I

tions with Ippolita.
"Ha. ha!" he exclaimed. "Thou art a
shrewd youth and hast played thy part
well. If thou shouldst ask my present
advice, I should say to thee. 'Marry the
noble lady ut once.' After having done
which and a'ter having put the old
man out of the way in some quick and
convenient manner thou wilt of neces
slty be heir to the dukedom without
anv further trouble about the busi

ness."
"Hut I have not asked thy udvlce." I
answered hotly, "and it will be tiuie to
give it when I do so."
"Or. haply, thou couldst seize the
danilzella

and

convey

her

to

some

etrong and secret place. there to detain

her until thou couldst make profitable
terms with Castrnccio."
"I tell thee. base churl." said I In
great anger, "that thy advice Is offen
eive to me and that I will have none of
it And now get thee hence, «s I have
business toward which brooks not de-

lay."

"Nay. good prince; thou shouldst not
take so unkindly the prudent counsel
which I have offered. And as to this
business of thine. I myself will attend
thee to the postern gate whereof the
maid spoke, as the night is somewhat
dark, and I trow that thou art uot fa
miliar wltb tbe way."
I was aggravated beyond endurance
by his Impudent persecution. He was
as hard to get rid of as Sindbad's old

of the sea.
"Look here, knave." eald I. placing
my hand upon my sword hilt. "I will
speak plainly to thee. I have seen
enough of thee, and if thou dost not
presently leave me I will make thee reman

pent of it."
He looked at me for a moment in surprise, gave me a Mephistophelian leer

tnd went off whistling and with a
■waggering stride into the darkness.
I now sent Gian Jacopo to my castle
with directions to expect me within an
hour or two and then net out to And my
way to the rear of the duke's grounds.
Tt was rather murky, but the moon was
at that moment rising, and 1 had Just
enough light to get my bearings with.
on beyond the palace, to the
I

passed

left, until I came to a small street,
which I afterward found was called
the Via de' Ginorl. running at right angles with the one which I was on. Here
I bore to the right along the side of the
brilliantly illuminated ediilce until I
came to a high stone wall with spikes
at the top. Following this for a furlong

I arrived at a great open Held
meadow which lay behind the walled garden of the Albizzi. I followed
the masonry along the whole width
of the field and found but one door or
a
gate In the entire extent of It. It was
heavy, solid, oaken portal, and I came
to the conclusion presently that It was

or more,
or

the place I sought.
Fifty feet from the doorway and just
outside of the wall there was a round
cistern about fifteen feet in diameter
and with a stone coping two feet or so
In height. It was probably a public
well, where the Inhabitants of the
obtained their water. It lacked

quarter
by my watch ten miuutes of midulght.
and I commenced to while away the
time until Ippollta should come by
casting pebbles down and listening for
them to strike the water, which was all
of twenty feet below the rim. Suddenly I heard footsteps close behind me,

and even before I could turn my head
I got a terrible thrust or poke in the
me
very middle of my back which seiit
headlong over the stone coping into the

ter tha-i having my brains dashed out
INFAMY'S SUCCESS.
agr. inst the stonework around it. I went
down about ten feet nud, quickly rising Btt of Bnccânrrr History C«»»lltl<
With a Havana Tkeatw.
again to tbe surface, found myself
The Tacon theater la Havana, one of
cl< se to the wall, into a crevice of
which I succeeded In getting my fin- the largest and most famous In the
an
gers so that I could have a breathing western he m hp here, was built by
old reprobate, Marti, who was a nospell and look about me.
"J >omeniddIo. sirrah, pardy. and by torious pirate la his day and obtained
all Immunity fof himself by betraying hie
my halldom!" thought 1. these being
the mediaeval expletives which came to comrades Into the hands of the Spaa·
me ut ihe moment.
ish authorities. One dark and rainy
I could see three or four heads ninht Marti slipped by the sentry
thrust out over the coping and peering guarding the palace In Havana and
down toward aie. 1 !. :d great presence entered the apartments of the captain
of mind and k< pt quiet. I assure you. general, who was writing at a tabla.
for I knew that the assassins if they When the governor general fulsed his
thought me still alive would cast down eyes and saw the cloaked tigure be ton
sized cobble him, he reached for the bell.
upon me a number of good
stones which I had noticed by having
"Stop, your excellency!" cried the

stumbled

over

them as ί came to the

well.
"Beshrew me. but I think it is the
end of him." In a low tone said one of
these well disposed persons.
"Let him rest in peace." said another
"What beastly ignorance!" thought 1

Having now. without doubt, come to
the conclusion that they bad dispatch
ed me. they withdrew from the top of
the well. However. I doubted that they
could have gone very far aud kept as
still as a mouse for upward of teu minute·.
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Training Shepherd Dob».
The natives of Mexico seem to have
an original way of training shepherd
dogs. A pup is taken from its mother
as soon after birth as possible. the
breed of the dog being immaterial.
The young of a sheep or goat is take::
away, and the pup Is substituted.
After the-first few days tLe
t!.
never fed except Just 1 el r
ui.d
goes to pasture in the morning
Just after the sheep are brought hi at

night.

As soon as he can walk he goes out
with the flock and stays with it ail
Whenever he begins t·» ai:tiei
day.
pnte supper by trying to drive the :1 e!:
In before sundown he gets punished.
After he Is about a year old he take>
a flock out, guards It from other d>._'>
and coyotes during the day and !>ri ·.·
it In at the proper time at night
!
All kinds
without supervision.
temptations can be tried on any d··.
wi..
that Is encountered In t'.·· !
his flock, but In spite of ;.I! he will r
main faithful to his duly, 'riving hi>
llock to a safe distance bei' >r vent .:
Ing to make the acquaintance of an;
other d.»g.

remllarltlea of Kn*«.iun Winter..
There Is one curious thing s»: ·<»i-t :
Russian winter—in the latur : i" <
October or the beginning of No- et.U-r
the weather will be as mild as it i ; *·:·
in

September. Not a sign
approaching ch;;n;.e,

<-a η I -e

>

lo-

η
when
ly. without any a; pan ut warding. ::
light haze will be seen in the
sky. and in twenty-four hours t.:·
thermometer may fall Γ»ο degrees. '! .·«*

an

sudden and violent that
travelers are frequently frozen t<
death before they can gain shelter.
It has occurred that farmers out
looking after their tlocks have I»··' u
caught in one of these blizzard* at d.
missing their way home, have lost
their lives, their bodies remaining un
dcr the snow until the following spring
The suddenness of a Dakota bli/.zai
is well known In the northwester
part of our country, but it is taruines
personifled when compared with the
rapidity with which a Itu.-sian wintei

change is

so

"I am here on a desperate
I have come to deliver Into
your hands every pirate on the Cuban
coast upon one condition—a pardon for
etrnnger.

enterprise.

myself."

"You shall have It" was the answer.
"But who are you?"
"I am Marti, and I rely upon the
promise you have given me."
Preparatory to this interview Marti
had appointed a rendezvous for the

different bauds, to which he conducted
the Spanish force, and every pirate
was captured and righteously garroted.
As for Marti, he was not only pardoned, but was given a monopoly of
the sale of flsh in Havana, which made

him η rich and thus eminently respected
citizen, who ended his days In the odor
of 6anctlty.—Army and Navy Journal.
The World'· Grfatmt

he is trained as carefully as an onera
singer and romaine there, doing Athlng except assisting at the music at
mass in the morning and vobpers In the
afternoon until he becomes aged, when
he retires on a pension. Some of the
voices are of marvelous strength and
sweetness, and it is said that some
members of the choir can shatter a

thin glass Into fragments by singing
Into it, so powerful are the vibrations

of their tones. The monks are all vegeThe
tarians. They never eat meat.
rules of the church forbid them to
shave, and their hair Is worn like a
woman's.

The JHIrflah.
The bay of Naples abounds in medusa* or Jellyfish, often growing as
larue as two feet in diameter and
weighing tifty and sixty pounds. Soino
of them shine at ni^'ht with a greenish
light and are known as "uoctlluca"
(night lanterusi by the natives. The

Jellyfish sometimes make migrations
in great groups, sometimes so large and
so thick as to iuii>cdc the navigation
of vessels, like the tloating plants in
the Sargasso sea of the tropics. These
shoals of medusa?, as they are called,
may be so dense that a piece of timber

plunged

in among them w-111 be held

upright as if stuck in the mud, and
oriilnary rowboats cannot force their
way through them. Their migrations
have never been explained. They are
irregular ami occur at no particular
of the year and under no particular influences.
season

etoriu conies on.

What Some Same· Me··,

Λ Hnafy Condition.
A former Princetou man now living
lu Philadelphia tells of hi* only un
pleasant encounter with Jimmy Me
Cosh as an illustration of the beloved
old tutor's innate kiudliuess. When a
student, he was lounging on his bed

In respins»
ufternoon, smoking.
to a knock on the door he called out:
"Who's there?"
"It Is I—Dr. .MeCosh." came the re
one

ply.

"You're a liar:" answered the student. thinking; one ο his chuus was
trying to joke with hftn. "If you wen
really Dr. McCosh, you'd simply say.
"
'It is I.*
After a second's silence the student
heard retreating steps, rushed to the
door and looked out to see I>r. McCosh himself scurrying down the cor
ridor and around a corner in an « η
deavor to avoid recognition.—Philadelphia Times.
Vapuleun't ICngiNh Letter.
the study of English
during his imprisonment in St. Helena.
His instructor was Count I.as Cases,
to whom Napoleon wrote the only let
ter he Is known ever to have written
In English, it is somewhat of a liter
ar.v curiosity and not well known, so
It may be quoted here:

Napoleon begun

Count Lai Cases—filnee «1st week y
learn the English ami y do not any
Slxt week do fourty ami two
progress.
day. If might have learn livty word, for
day. I could know It two thousands and
two hundred, it Is In the dictionary more
of fourty thousand; even he ^ould most
twenty; hot much of terns. For know li
or hundred and twenty week, which do
After this you will
more
two years.
agree that the study one tongue is a
great labor who It must do Into the
young

Choir.

Russia boasts of the world's greatest
choir. It Is in the cathedral of Alexander Nevskl in St. Petersburg and 1·
attached to a convent erected In honor
of the patron saint of Russia. Its members are all monks chosen from the
best voices in all the Russian monasWhen a Une singer appear·
teries.
among the novitiates, he is sent to the
monastery of Alexander Nevskl, where

aged.

There Is nothing more expensive
than experience and nothing of which
there is more sold.—Atchison Globo.
There are 25,000 pores in the hand of
a man.

^

Λ

Λ

icii m von

The following gives the meaning of
the names of the principal highland
clans in Scotland:
Mcintosh, the son of the First
McDonald, the son of Brown Eyes.
McDougull, the eon of Uluck Eyes.
MeOnnechy or Duncan, the eon of
Brown Head.
McGregor, the son of a Greek mun.
McCuithbert the son of the Arch
Druid.
McKay, son of the Prophet
Campbell, Crooked Mouth.
Cameron, Crooked Nose.
Stewart, Fils Stay or Support.
Correction.

A

When President Blanco's administra·
tlon in Venezuela was overturned, that
official, who. report said, had accumulated great wealth while in otflce, went
lie was strolling In α bouleto Paris.
vard in the French capital when α
passing pedestrian arrested the puce
of his companion and said: "See that
He stole $3,000,000 when his
man?

government

was

overthrown."

Quick

flash Senor Blanco turned. "Beg
pardon, sir," he said Icily, "but It waa

as a

$5,000.000."

The Real Thins.

this your writing?" ask<d the
merchant as be glanced over a written
list of goods wanted.
"No," replied Mr. Meeker; "my wife
wrote the list"
"Well, she certainly knows how to
"Is

handle a pen," said the merchant "Her
diction is absolutely perfect"
"Yes, I suppose her diction's all
right" replied Meeker, with a deep
elgh, "but It's nothing when compared

contradiction!"

her
with
News.

—

Chicago

Ronirh Diamonds.
There is α popular notion to the effect that rough diamonds are not
bright but this is a mistake. Even In
that condition they are very bright
with a peculiar "udamantine luster,"
as it is
called, which no other substance possesses. However, the crude
dlamoud crystal Is not transparent
One cannot see through It
That Wua What Annoyed Hint.
Mrs. Homelelgh—There la one thing
about our girls—they are always self

Timbers of oak keep the old possessed.
Papa Homelelgh (grimly)—Yen, they
homestead standing through are too self possessed. I wish they'd
the years. It pays to use the get some one else to possess them.—
Stray Stories.
right stuff.
"
Learning.
"
Men of oak are men in
la
Boston

rugged

health,

men

whose

bodies are made of the soundest materials.

Childhood is the time to lay
the foundation for a sturdy con-

stitution that will last for years.
Scott's Emulsion is the right
stuff.

Scott's Emulsion stimulates
the growing powers of children,
helps them build a firm
foundation for
tution.

a

sturdy consti-

Send for free sample.
SCOTT &. BOWNE. Chemists.
New York.
40Θ-4Ι5 Pearl Street.
BOc and 9I.OO; all druggleta.

cistern.

Fortunately I struck the water at
•bout tbe middle, which wae much betI

little
girl,
old girl now Is Elizabeth. "You do not mind me as well as
you did when you were two years old."

Elizabeth,
Quite

seven.

a

an

observed her grandmother.
"You see, I didn't know anything
then, und so of course I always did

any one told me to," replied
Elizabeth.—Buffalo Commercial.

Just what

Wmnled Stationery.

Queer Party—Got any barometers?

Salesman—No; this Is α bookstore.
Don't keep 'em.
"Excuse me, but I notice In the
weather reports that the barometer la
sometimes

stationary."

In Train!n·.
The Parson—Don't you know that
smoking will stunt your growth?
The kid—Wot da I care? Pm goln'

ter be a

Jockey anyway.—Life.

Coal was for the first time used
fuel in this country at Witkeabarr·
Feb. 11, 1802.

m
on

AFTHEU
GREENWOOD.
BUCKFIELD.
Rev. C. N. Gleason preached in Upton
Robert Morgan is laying the foundaMonday wu an eventful day In Buckservice
some people Sunday, Sept. 21, ao no tnorning
field. Sheriff Warren arreeted a man in tion for a new house, and
for was held in the Congregational church.
machine
of
a
sort
have
who
X-ray
arALL
IN
wa>
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK
Hebron for a single »ale. He
Mr. Ceylon Rowe has been in Boston
are quite positive
raigned before Trial Justice Parsons. seeing into the future,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
lââUKO TDS3DAT9.
that it means something. ordering his winter stock of goods.
it
means—well,
man
one
trial
that
at
the
It developed
The corn shop runs only as the fields
While at Locke's Hills the other day
gave another man 83.75 to go to Hebron
PARIS HILL.
mature and it is run in connecwe called on Aunt Ruth Buck and found of corn
of
a
box
and
station
liquors.
procure
H. F.
SOUTU PARIS, MAINE, SEPT. 30,1«02.
in her easy chair sewing tion with the Norway factory.
dm Baptut Church. Bet. H. H. BUhop, They both went. The man sitting in his her sitting
lost the use Webb, the owner, was here this week
Pa*tor. I'reachln» every Sunday U 11 i. N.
for a box for the other patchwork. Although she
called
carriage
interests.
3 un· lay School at 12 M. Sabbath Kvcnln* Ser
she can see looking after the corn packing
station agent brought it out of one eye thirty years ago,
f. m.
Prayer MeeUnx TburvUy man. The
Mr. A. M. Edwards has been here on
A Τ WOOD & FORBBS, vice at 7at30; 30
and does some light work
r. M
and put it in the carriage and took his fairly well,
even'.nir
92 the 5th day business. The sale of timber lands and
be
trill
She
Re*. J. H. Little. Pft»tor.
was
Church,
it
UnWi>r«*llM
day.
that
every
men
testified
Kdlun ud Proprietor·.
money. Both
of four- the preparations for lumbering, point to
I'rea hlu* service «Tery Sunday it 11 a. m.
was the
consigned to no one as far as they knew. of November; and the youngest
sun<tay school at li M.
A. B. Foun.
Iiioni M. atwoop.
only one now liv- a busy winter. Col. Edwards and sons
On their way home they took into the teen children,
Her father was Isaac Cummings, are among the large owners of timtor
Capt. H. W. Lyon finished his leave bush and opened up four long-neckere. ing.
soldier of the Revolution, who died in lands in this vicinity.
1 κrm· —41 Jo a year If (>*1(1 strictly la »dv»nce. of absence and left Saturday morning on By reason of a protracted drunk, and a
Miss Isabel Shirley has returned to her
1842, aged 83 years, 11
Otherwise #4-00 a year. Sln*te copte· 4 cent». his return to the
Olympia. The Olympia owing to the condition of the man s fam- Poland, Oct. 1,Buck
is claimed to be the home in Brooklyn, Ν. Y., but will come
AUTEBTisïMiuiT·:— AU legal •dvertl^ment»· is expected to start for Panama soon.
ily his neighbors caused proceedings to months. Mrs.
in this county, whose to Portland to attend the national conare iflnn three coneecullve Insertion» for ·1.3"
Mrs. Davies and servants left Thurs- be instituted. The evidence adduced not only person living
contract·
and there are vention of the W. C. T. U., in October,
was
a
per inch lu len^ih of column. Special
father
Revolutioner,
home. Mrs. Ingraham being considered sufficient to convict,
matte wlUi local, transient and yearly «dvertto day to return
and may possibly return to Bethel for a
state.
the
in
of
them
few
but
little
A
will remain a few days longer.
the prisoner was discharged.
erv
has been short stay.
of
Mrs.
at
Winthrop,
Kobie,
moved
two
boxes
have
seized
and
Warren
Sheriff
later
Ernest F. Shaw
family
io» Phimtuio:—New type. fa*t preeee·, «team
Rev. C. N. Gleason attended the Conat her brother's, John Titus'.
power, experienced workuin and low price» from H. P. Hammond's to a rent in Mrs. the depot, then going to Hebron station visiting
mention is made with regret that gregational state conference at Bath
cvinline U> mske tbU <ie;>artiDcul of our uuaI- J. A. Jackson's house.
to clean out that agency, he found it had The
ness complete and popular.
there is a prospect of losing Mr. Titus Wednesday and Thursday.
Mrs. Jeannette (Emery) Butler died at vamoused the ranch.
The work upon the machine shop beFurther
before long.
Now is the time for every one interest- for a neighbor
Augusta on Friday, Sept. 19, after an
the time comes. The Ox- ing erected upon High Street by C.
COMING EVENTS.
illness of many years. Mrs. Butler was ed in the temperance cause to lend their details when
shut down one day re- Bisbee is progressing fast.
the daughter of Judge Stephen Emery of aid by word and deed, to suppress rum ford corn factory
Mr. Lyman Russell has joined his
lack of stock, so he came
Sept. JO, Oct 1, Oct. 2.—West Oxford fair, Krye- Paris and was a native of Paris Hill, shops that seem to be established along cently for the
Mrs. Stephen Abbott, in Portland,
there
niece,
on
the
home
burjc.
a
getting
train,
As
night
IS28.
railroads.
the lines of the
where she was born May 1β,
Oct. 1, 4.—Oxford North fair, Andover.
rods and they will start soon for their home
40
about
When
about
home
meetthe
for
midnight.
set
Maine
childhood
was
in
her
the
of
day
Monday
Oct.
23, 24.—Annual convention
young woman
he espied some game up in Denver, Col.
State Sunday School Association, Karmlug
she was much loved by her associates, ing of the Oxford County Methodist from the house
The Ladies' Club held the annual
too.
tenderest
the
this place. Owing to in a sweet apple tree, which stands close
with
Club
at
is
remembered
Ministers"
and
Oct. 2», 30.—Annual meeting Oxford Univerlast Thursday and the followthe roadside.
meeting
Nathaniel
in
the
Rev.
clouds
by
married
She
morning,
the
Parle.
South
lowering
feelings.
salis* Associate,
Well knowing it would not do to leave ing officers were elected:
Butler, D. D.. who died some years ago. there was not a large attendance.
President— Mrs. C. N. Gleaeon.
to secure the said
Burial was at Oak Hill Cemetery, Ministers present were B. F. Fickett, \>. the tree if he intended
NKW ADVEKT1SKMENTS.
Vice-President—Mr·. A. M. Clark.
his
Auburn. She leaves two talented chil- T. Chapman, A. W. Pottle, R. A. Rh'h, game, he stood there and sounded
Secretary—Mr·. H H Bean.
a lion roarTreasurer—Mrs. F. B. Tuell.
dren, Miss Ellen Hamlin Butler and Rev. and wives. Resident ministers were H. vocal trumpet, like as when
Men Wanted.
one
in
succeeded
and
of
r.
waking
eth,
finally
Shoe» that are a Little lietter.
C Munson of the Methodist, and B.
Nathaniel Butler, formerly president
Work has begun upon the "Common"
Children'» L>re»se*
of the house, who, underand it is proposed to make it so attractColby, now of the University of Chicago. Turner of the Baptist, with their wives, of the inmates
Parker*· Hair Balaam.
it
carried
riMe
was
the
Hon.
wa*
wanted,
Dinner
standing
and several of the citizens.
She is survived by a brother,
ive that it will add much to the beauty
The < tyhthalinometer.
on the double quick, and in less
Nickel Tea Kettle» I» eta.
of the village. Individual subscriptions
George F. Emery of Portland, and a served at the vestry, and as the wife ο there
two
of
Notice
it
takes
to
think
time
than
it,
Hanbig
board
Hon.
our
of
had
left
widow
servant
humble
vour
sister, Mrs. Ellen,
have been added to the "fund" and the
Boy* Wanted In Shoe factory.
a ver>
hedgehogs lay under the tree in the jaws committee have begun to mature the
bare to assist at the club,
nibal Hamlin, of Bangor.
Found.
Kor Sale.
Last week's arrivals at The Beeches pressing invitation to dine with piout of death.
plans.
The next night, about the same hour,
Bankrupt's Petition for Dbthaqt.
were: Mrs. Mary Pearson, Portland; Mrs. watchmen we sat down, with a clergyMiss Ocneva Hutchins is visiting her
Notice lu Bankruptcy.
in the
E. C. Robinson, Brookline, Mass.; Dr. man on our right and an amiable lady oo he went out and shot another
Scott'» Emulsion.
mother, but will soon enter the training
looks
that
tree
now
same
And
tree.
and Mrs. A. C. Hamlin, Miss Elinor our left. Charles made the remark thai
school of the eye and ear infirmary in
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY.
Hamlin and maid, Bangor. The Satur- I was the most ministerial appearing somewhat as we can imagine the one Portland.
stood
which
looked
under
'Wellington
Mr. and M re. Henry V. Poor observed day evening entertainment was the speak- person in the company. I think a conr
Prof. Chapman started for St. John,
of the
Ν. B., where the first of the series of
the sixty-tiret anniversary of their mar- ing of pieces by the ''infant class" whose pliment of the same nature emanated for a while, during the last part
and
of
a
battle
and
"0,
exclaimed,
Waterloo,
from the Democrat office a few years
music festivals will begin Monday, Sept.
riage, at their summer home, Merrill ages ranged from 20 to TO years,
that Blucher or night would come," a 29.
House, Andover. Maine, on the seventh spelling match. It took the form of a This is easily accounted for by reason ol
and
last
after
few
is
ill.
days
Napoleon's
Mrs. W. A. Bunting and children are
of September. On Saturday afternoon, benefit for Mr. Fred Leonard who
early training. A modest, bashful boj
The annual meeting of the Ladies' more than half a century ago, often com bloody game of ball was ended.
the sixth, all persons in Mr. Poor's emvisiting Mrs. Bunting's parents in
week
this
meet
ministers
will
Bethel.
ing in contact with Methodist
ploy were invited to a reception, com- Cniversalist Circle
HEBRON.
with Mrs. at" my home, with their long sombei
prising Messrs. J. A. Dunning, W. P. Wednesday evening, Oct. 1st,
Richardson wax at home from
FKYbB JRb.
A.M.
tli<
A
than
seven.
them
more
I
feared
at
Pierce
large
Peter
John
faces,
Frank
Akors.
half-past
Learned,
really
Lovejoy,
Miss Hachel Weston has gone to BosAlbert attendance is desired.
evil one, and this no doubt left its im· Portland over Sunday.
John Hewey, Pert Hutchins,
in
Auburn
is
Kev. S. D. Richardson
ton to resume her studies at the Normal
Lewis M. Brown returned with Capt. press. Yes, we had a tine dinner. 1
t rossman, with their wives and children;
and other Art School.
Lewis Hall, Mrs. Greenleaf Averill; Lyon and will visit him for a week on noticed that there were a variety o: this week visiting his sister
Mr. (Jerry of Boston is at Miss Page's
Mrs. Brown is mean- tastes.
The lady at my left in th< friends.
Misses Flora and Margaret Mac Ivor, and the Olympia.
Mrs. Dr. Dunham has been in Auburn for his vacation and his wife and daughMina Stevens. Mrs. Charles T. Poor, while with relatives in Portland.
language of a woman I once knew, ("bel
ter will return with him to reside there.
I)r. and Mrs. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor boys beiug fragrant of cheese, ') while for a short visit.
her daughter and niece, took charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sturtevant, who
Miss Harriet Pike has returned to her
and their little granddaughter Elinor this lady was very "fragrant" of pie
the occasion.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant, duties as teacher in the New Church
An entertainment was given bv the Hamlin are at The Beeches. Dr. Hamlin another lady across the table cravet have been visiting
salad, and, by-the-way. she (resolving have returned to their home in Dixfield. School, Waltham.
grandchildren of Mr. Poor, assisted by has placed two more portraits in Hamlin
Mr. James IIibbs of Deering is at Mr.
Miss Kirkpatrick of Woodfords is
the children of some of the guests, as Memorial Hall, one of Judge Cutting, the myself into a committee of one) ecly»et j
other of Dr. Cyrus Hamlin. He has also them all for good looks, owing, no doubt Joseph IIibbs'.
spending a few days with Miss Mary
follows:
made arrangements to have the iusidc of to a salad diet.
j Mr. and Mrs. Crafts of Manchester, Barrows.
1. Overture, "Santa Lucia."
Mrs. Katherine Randall of Waltham is
Theoohilu» H. chandler. 3d
The meeting in the afternoon was sale ! JÎ. II., have been in the place on a ithort
the building repainted a delicatc gray.
.,
or Welcome. Charles Lyon Chau.l.er
died
Kawson
an
B.
and
Sunday
be
Mrs.
to
·.
^peeeh
enjoyablt visit to Mrs. S. P. and Mrs. II. A. Cush- visiting her relatives here. Her sister,
Stephen
very interesting
J. Charade, ;Hrst Scene.;
man.
Mrs. Susan Abbott, is in Portland at her
morning after a sickness which had con- occasion.
Character*
The football game here Monday be- daughter's, Mrs. John Locke's, for a
Alfred I>. Chandler. .It. tinued for some weeks, though death
Kzeklei Merrill.
Mrs. S. X. Buck and child of Norway
Hazel Merrill.
tween South Paris High School and short stay, and Miss Sadie Seavey is
She leaves a Miss Burnhani of Bethel, and Α. λ\
was at last quite sudden.
urÎ,:,J,
WtliUm S. Chandler
K..*er Merrt
The funeral Ilorton and wife of Sumner were guesti i Hebron Academy boys was won by keeping house for her.
Elizabeth J. Chandler. husband but no children.
Mary Merrill.
Uebrons 30 to 0.
I heophllu· P. Chandler. 2d
Rev. Mr. Spalding has been attending
will be at 1 o'clock Tuesday.
of our house oa Monday.
Natallak.
Harold Poor.
We hear that another donation from the Congregational Conference at Bath.
A b<>y was also born on Monday to Dr
Poor Chandler,
BRYANT PONO
will
Plain
Henry
of
Jamaica
Mrs. Sturtevant
Mrs. Abhy Tenney and her daughter,
Arthur E. and Mrs. Cole.
Elizabeth J. Chandler.
j."trr!u1'ie· (36con<l S«*ene.)
ί Charade.
Edwin Andrews has had pipes laid
Λ.
Mrs. Augusta Prince Stearns of ( am enable the village to have electric lights. Mrs. Thompson, of Boston, are visiting
«. loierlmle, 4tl>er Krehn-huu."
from the hotel to his house and stable,
Mr. A. G. Reckard, who has been Mrs. Powers.
bridge, Mass., has sent a handsonv
Alfivi D. Chan«ller, Jr.
Miss H. C. Osgood is at home from
supplying both with running water. Mr. "spark guard to the Zadoc Long Frei > spending the summer at C. E. Tripp's,
Chunvle, (The whole.;
En
Helen Akero. Andrews has also purchased the
"Hence no more sparking wil I left Thursday for Otisfield and will soon Gorham, Ν. Π.
Library.
LUUiï"i;,e·
u
Ktta Akers
Earle house.
Kecltatlon, The Goldenrod,"
return to his home in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Post's sister, Mrs. Figaniere, who
be allowed."
Mrs. En Earle has been stopping in
Mr. W. A. Bartlett has a new ex- has been at E. P. Weston's for several
I lie first scene of the charade repreMrs. S. S. Crocker of Pomona, Ga.
of
sented the reception of the Merrill family town for the past week.
weeks, has gone to lier home in New
will spend the winter with her daughter press wagon and can now use a pair
It is reported that the Glen Mountain Mrs. B. F. Turner.
horses in his business when needed.
on their first appearance at the sj>ot
York.
where Merrill House now stands, by the House is about to change hands. C. L.
Miss Alice Evans left on Thursday for
Maud A. Turner is attending the Nor
ANDOVER
to
take
is
of
West
Paris
Heath
a
Indian brave, Natallak; the second,
expected
Boston where she is established as a
mal Training School at Lew is ton.
The cattle show and fair opens here trained nurse.
Mrs. Mary (Atwood) Bridgham, widov
hunting scene by Natallak and Roger possession in the near future.
lead
roads will
ami all
The nineteenth anniversary of Christo- of the late Ôrville
I he manager introduced them
Mrs. Hackett has closed her engage1er rill.
74 years ο f Wednesday
Bridgham,
Andover on that day.
Every- ment at Jackson and is now with her
l>y speeches in which he ingeniously pher Lake Coiutnandery, L*. O. G. C., age next December, comes to the villag » toward
of
horses
is
A
coming.
good string
contrived to bring in the words of the was observed Saturday evening, Sept. 20. on foot occasionally. She lives with he r body
family.
w ill be on the ground. The two societies
Morris Pilsbury is visiting his mother.
son, George, on a farm about a milefron ,
sy.Ubleti, which mii*ht otherwise have '.rand Commander Douglas of Lisbon,
multitude.
to
the
victual
are
Mrs.
of
Lida
Dearborn
Mrs.
preparing
Biddeford,
Fred Fife has started on his annual
been difficult to guess. For the whole
the village, does her own work, make ^
a
is
Poor
Hon.
V.
II.
large
Sherman
having
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
Bethel.
seed business.
His
bee
word. Elizabeth (.'handler recited the
gilt edged butter from eight cows fo r barn built on his summer residence. C. tour in the interest of the
Ordwav of South Paris, and six Sir
J. S. Barrows of the Boston Journal is
following lines of Montgomery:
customers. She is doubtless ha,i
special
Knights and ladies of West Paris were pier with her mind engrossed with cares A. Andrews and A. S. Jordan are doing at home for his vacation.
"There to a land, of every land the pride.
Beloved by Heaven o'er all the world beside,
present. The usual routine work was than the woman of the period whos ! the carpentry.
W her· brighter sun* dispense eerener llifht
LOVFU.
Most farmers have got their potatoes
The rest of the
gone through with.
washing, sewing and cookiug is all dom
And milder moons imparadiv the nlirbt
The corn shop is running on short
evening was occupied with singing, reci- out of the house, and is in her trouble s dug. Some report them rotting badly.
A land of t>eauty. virtue, valor, truth.
All report a good yield.
Time-tutored a*e. and love exalte·! youth.
tations and speeches. Supper was serv- to lind a
time, but doing better than has been
serving maid.
Several have feared.
Bears are numerous.
ed about S o'clock. A good time was
And in this land of Heaven's |>eruliar race
Mrs. II. C. Munson attended the «
orchards
Otis Andrews and wife returned to
This heritage of nature's noblest <race
enjoyed by all. Grand Commander C. T. U. convention at Waterville las I been seen about town. Many
I here Is a «ι»·» of earth supremely blest.
have been visited by them.
Lawrence Saturday.
of the tine week as
very
highly
Douglas
spoke
delegate.
A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest.
The schools are progressing finely.
I)r. Stearns and family went to their
manner in which the work was done,
« here man. creation's tyrant, cant» aside
Greenleaf Spaulding of Fort Hamilton
Rev. Mr. Waterworth has tendered his Washington home Monday. He leaves
P««*autry of pride,
saying that Christopher Lake bids fair Ν. Y., is visiting frieuds in town.
£:vvUe.r,·
in the Congregational church. his horses at Ε. T. Stearns' for the
to be the banuer comraandery of the
M softened look· serenely i>!end
•pi
September :£<>, married at the home ο f resignation
Hie sir*, the *in, the husband. brother, frien
is in circulation asking him to winter.
state. Two new members were added at the
tl,e "'other, dauKhter. w'fe
the only child of Dr. S. C. am I A petition
bride,
"*1*2"'
withdraw and stay another year.
Rev. D. E. Burnham and mother left
the narrow wav of life
the meeting before the anniversary.
Mrs. Childs, Helen S. Childs and S. C
L fresh flowers
I. ο
roam
We er,hv
for Essex, Mass., Monday.
The law suit between Ansel Dudley
Rev. B. F. Turner.
! thy ouutry. and thatf«"»«cpep»
Timt land
by
That
Wellington,
-pot thy home." tnd the Yarmouth
N6"VRY.
Mrs. Dr. Noyes, with Leola and HalPaper Co., which has
Samuel Record drove an exhibitioi
The audience unanimously pronounced been running for so
Farmers are busy harvesting, but the lie Walker, were at Norway the past
raauy years, was mile at the Oxford County fair.
He ι
it to be "Andover."
secin
this
week. Leola ie to enter Norway high
settled this week in Dudley's favor.
crops are very unsatisfactory
only 82.
Etta Akers, after her recitation, pretion. Never before have they been so school.
,
Master Elmer Bowker received a presOne hundred and ten tickets sol< I
sented Mr. Poor with a large nosegav of ent this week of a nice Stevens rifle from
who
have
near a failure.
Walter E. Davis is at home from
large
Many
Wednesday for the Canton fair.
his favorite flower the "goldenrod.·' Re- his
fields of beans are plowing them up as Shaw's Business College for a week.
brother, Percy Bowker of Wakefield.
a boy was born to Mr
21,
September
freshments and an hour of social interMrs. Almira Fox is at the cottage on
But very little work is being accom- and Mrs. Merton Robinson.
worthless; corn is being cut for fodder,
course followed.
Among the house plished iu the corn shop, the crew workare rotting badly, in some
the lake with Β. E. Brown and wife.
War and potatoes
Sheriff
More
legal
proceedings.
party was Hon. Harold Sow all of Bath, ing once in a while a day.
instances more than half are left after
Daniel McAllister saw seven deer one
ren summoned the
depot master ο ρ
who addressed a large audience on poMr. and Mrs. Wilford Bowker returned Hebron before Justice Parsons to au digging.
day this week, and immediately bought
the
litical issues in the town hall in
home to Maiden, Mass., Monday morn- swer to single sale. The agent appeared
May and oats are fine and some a ritle.
Walter
evening.
orchards are
Nellie M. Robinson, who has been at
bearing well.
ing.
but George McKenuey, summoned as J
<>n Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs. Poor
Foster will get nearly a thousand barrels, C. K. Chapman's for a few weeks, reMrs. Brown's guest, Mrs. Swint, has
witness, he being the same who wa
received a party of their relatives. An returned home to Boston.
hurt
lateRev. Mr. Congdon got badly
turned to Boston Saturday.
tried on Monday and acquitted, did no
interesting paper on the "Four Seasons"
G. II. Moore has been to Portland for
Mrs. Louis Sessions of Dorchester,
ly, his leg badly bruised and sprained.
appear. Trial was adjourned to Satur
Dennis Kilgore, who has been bo ill a few days this week.
typifying the four brothers. Silvanus, Mass., returned hon*e this week.
day.
John Alfred, Elbridge, and Henrv Var,.
all summer, is now improving fast.
Mrs. Shute of Saco Is at Seth Hutchins'
Mrs. Myrta Gilman is visiting at PortMet Forbes of the Democrat at tli
num Poor, by their nephew, George Alfor a week.
land.
in
a
station
having
pleasant
Wednesday,
OXFORD.
fred 1 albot, of Kansas Citv, was read
Rev. C. S. Young and wife, now of
.We are sorry to report that Mrs. Lizzie terview while waiting for the train ti
The village schools opened Sept. 22. New Market, Ν. H., are visiting here.
The singing of old-fashioned sacred
and Harry are packing their goods take him to the fair. He is aging!
Day
of
the
Mr.
is
True
high school; He is as well and genial as of old.
music, and supper, followed.
principal
and preparing to leave town. The comBv reason of an overflow of local mat
Mrs. True has the grammar school; Miss
There were present Mr. and Mrs. Poor,
Misses Charlotte Hobbs and Abbie E.
munity in general are sorrv to part with ter this week. I feel compelled to omi
their daughters. Misses Agnes and Lucy them.
Corbett the intermediate, and Miss Woodbury attended the teachers' insome matter which might interest.
the
Perkins
Poor, and Mrs. Alfred D. Chandler with
primary.
stitute at Hiram and report a very pleasMrs. Lizzie Whitman is in much better
The Canton fair and the Baptist con
the MX children of tho latter; Mr. and health this summer than usual.
Dr. naskell was callcd to Sanford to ant session.
She is vention at Lewiston have been the ol
see Clarence Graffam who is sick with
Mrs. Olcott B. Poor. Mr. and Mrs. Henry able to attend church and make a few
Mrs. Mary Ε. M( Keen has gone to
jective points.
Watson 1'oor, Mr. EdwinS. Poor and his
typhoid fever.
Lynn with her daughter.
calls, besides attending to her housewent
to
Bath
Rev.
Mr. Newport
children. Alice, Bertha. ami Silvanus; hold duties. We received a pleasant call
The people here arc much pleased that
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Poor and their
EAST HEBRON.
who
Tuesday to attend the convention,
an old veteran, Dea. J. H. Stearns,
from her Thursday and it is good to be
have
A.
will
Thomas
A.
Roberts
G.
Arthurand
Mrs.
T.
ii
children.
Post,
R.,
Rev. L. I). Tibbetts and wife are
Myra:
with her, for her heart is filled with
recently had a pension granted him, has
W.
R.
and
the
fire
on
Oct.
Γ. Stone; Mr. and Mrs. John F. Talbot love
a
ex
30th,
camp
had it increased and also an allowance of
and charity toward all mankind and I.ewiston with his relatives and are
and their children. Elwyn,
Richard. "She
here soon, as his vacu C. will have a fair Oct. 15th.
back pay of about two thousand dolspeaketh no e»-il." Of such is the pecteii to arrive this
Farris has returned to Somers- lars. It comes as a
Ilattie
Florence and Agnes; Miss Emma E. and'
week.
commenced
tion
very great help to
kingdom of Heaven.
Miss Mary Grahime Talbot of Kansas
Mrs. Jennie S. Record passed las ; worth, Ν. H.
himself and wife in their declining years
Miss Ada Briggsand Mrs. Emma Mann
Alton and Earl Kavanaugh spent last and
'ty, Missouri; Mrs. Charles E. Cush- of West Paris were in town Tuesday, Sabbath with her parents, L. R. Ilodt·
impaired health. May they live long
week with friends in Portland.
man, ajid her children, Barbara, Martha, and attended the Eastern Star
don and wife.
to enjoy it.
meeting
Mrs. Begin has been
and Eli/.abeth; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Τ in the
visiting her
Maud E. Robinson returned to Au
evening, returning home WednesPoor, their son. Montgomery, Mr. Poor's
daughters, Mrs. Lesau and Mrs. Pike,
DENMARK.
burn last Monday.
morning.
day
The M. E. Society had a picnic Saturchildren, Marion and Harold, and Mrs
A reception was give^ Rev. C. F. SarBenjamin Keeue lost seventeen hen
Mrs. Dexter Peverley has been stopwas
unPoor's daughter, Haze! Merrill; Mr.
has lost thi
day at the vestry as the weather
gent and family at the uome of Dr. S. T.
ping in Boston for some days, caring for last week, makiug i:>7 he
Mrs. Lincoln Dresser ami their adopted her friend
suitable to have it iu the grove as first Brown,
Mrs. Leavitt, a resident of season. Hens in this locality prior U
Thursday evening, which was
all
and
Miss
inteuded.
Barker;
son, Arthur;
Mary
Mrs. Leavitt passed away this season have run unmolested. Frou
that city.
largely attended. Ice cream, cake and
a
has
had
relatives. The only other guests were
Daniels
Jennie
frou
finger ampu- sherbet were served. Mr. Sargent will
and Mrs. Peverley returned fifteen to twenty have disappeared
Miss Abbie F. Carpenter of Portland Saturday,
the result of an injury received in
home Sunday with the remains, which II. A. Record's tiock within a short time tated,
preach his farewell sermon Sunday, the
the Messrs. Frank and Gordon Waller of
mill where she was at work.
the
t
meat
from
new
team
Wes
We
have
a
28th, and leaves here for his new field of
were interred at Xorth Woodstock.
Morristown, New Jersey, ami Mr. J. A.
Minot. Win. Patch is the owner. Hi
labor at Lovell, Monday, the 2flth.
HIRAM.
furnishes good meat every time.
Sweet corn is coming in very slowly
EAST BROWNFIELD.
The teachers' institute at Jv. of P. and the shop is running only three or
II. N. Merrill recently visited oh I
Sokosis Tribe, No. 5tf, I. O. R. M.,
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
inand
well
attended
has
been
very
friends in Lewiston, Caribou and Presque t Hall
four hours a day.
The twenty-first annual meeting of have ju.st received from the Bishop
On Monday
Isle. In his youthful days his home wa : teres ting and instructive.
Mr. Fred Wood is reported as quite
the West Oxford Teachers' Association Furniture Co.. of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
of
RnmSmith,
Esq.,
sick at his father's, Mr. C. 0. Wood's.
a tine roll top desk, and a set of chairs in Caribou for several years, and be hat I evening, I'ayson
was held at Hiram Monday and Tuesday,
address
clear
a
able
in
ford
Falls
gave very
If the Denmark farmers liad kept their
for their chiefs, beautifying their wig- not beeu in that county for thirty-sevei
Sept. 22 and 23. The following program wam
years. He returned highly delightec ! direct language, making many practical cattle away from Bridgton fair there
greatly.
was carried out with but little change:
State
valuable
and
Superin- would have been a pretty slim show of
suggestions.
Owing to the cold wet weather the with the farms and farmers. Mr. J. £ tendent
MONDAT ΑΚΓΚΚ.ΝΟΟΚ 1:30 O'CLOCK.
man he formerl;
Stetson, as usual, gave one of cattle.
past season and the very early frosts the Spears of Caribou, the
and
his
t
Kev. Η. H. Hoyt. corn
inspiring ad·
worked for, raised 1(5 acres of potatoei
eloquent, uplifting
Prayer,
Denmark base ball teaiA was beaten at
crop in this vicinity will be a partial
M unie.
last year, and his eon who lives near b; dresses. Mrs. Fred Wadsworth, Mrs. H. Bridgton fair. Get a new captain, boys,
Mr. E. M. Noble, lllraiu. failure.
A<Mre*s of Welcome,
Evans and Mr. A. and
Clifton
Mr.
11.
sold
worth
father
acres.
The
25
Hoyt,
$4,000
Μ lee Charlotte Hobbs, Lovell.
Mr. Ernest Hill is making quite a numspunk up.
Kesponce,
\V. Sadler furnished excellent singing.
Report of Secretary,
ber of improvements upon his building, the son $10,200. The net profit is on ai
ΜΙπβ Mattel etooe, Brownflehl.
of Kev. Madison K.
former
The
Bum receive» !
one-half
the
about
pupils
EAST BETHEL.
average
where the post office was located.
M In» Ethel Huntress, lllmm
Chi M StU'ly,
of North Turner Bridge, will
Farmers are hauling their crops to
Mr. Frank Cotton has moved his family from the sale. They spray the tops witl Mabry
Physical Development of the chlht,
K.
of
P.
tender him a reception at
Hall, market—they who were kicky enough to
l)r. W. W. Weeks, Cornish
to Kezar Falls, where he is employed in Bordeaux mixture and they never ruet
Some of the Duties, Qualldcatloa* ami Respon
and they spice the beetles with Pari: East Hiram, on Oct. 17, his 7Sth birth- escape Jack Frost.
the woolen mill.
nihilities of a Teacher,
on
school
the
Ile
was
for
years
Mrs. C. M. Kimball is visiting her
Mr. Ε. M Noble. Hiram.
green, as in Oxford County. The lant | day.
Box.
is in a fine state of cultivation, and farmi board of Hiram; was preceptor of Limer- daughter, Mrs. R. C. Clark of Saco.
WEST PARIS
uelc.
of
and
schools
ick
supervisor
Academy,
Mrs. Irving Kimball of Boston, Mass.,
A Universalis^ service will be held in high priced.
of York County and has taught more is
MONDAI ΕVKM.NO, 7 :30 O'CLOCK.
Grange fair will occur Oct. 4th.
the Baptist church at West Paris, Sunspending a few weeks with her parthis
hence
than
one
hundred
M axle.
week.
A
;
terms;
this
are
par
Apples
picked
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Holt.
Oct. 5, at three o'clock.
afternoon,
day
A'Mress,
Supt. Pay son Suilth, Bum font Fall·
tribute of loving remembrance.
I. I. Young attended the marriage of
Dr. E. C. Bolles of Tufts College will of the people are waiting for them t<
AAtNNi
bis daughter. Miss Lena Young, which
Hon. W. W. Stetson. Stale Supt. of School». preach.
Dr. Bolles has so many friends color before picking.
The Ladies' Circle fair will occur ii
EAST WATERFORD.
occurred in Portland last Thursday.
and admirers among us that we hope he
TUESDAY MOKMNU, 9 O'CLOCK.
Miss Rose Kimball is spending a short
October, but the time is not stated.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Blake, Mr. and
will speak to a large congregation.
Music.
H. A. Record is plastering the cham
Mrs. E. P. Parlin and son of South Paris, vacation at her home in this place.
Paper, M1m Blanche Kemiereon, Parsoustleld.
Criticism on Papers, Kev. C H. Young, Cornish.
bera of the parsonage, that I. F. Saun Mrs. Elisabeth Edgerley of Portland and
NORTH PARIS.
Methods of Teaching,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Augustus Lord of
Mr. Wheeler visited the schools in this ders has recently been finishing off.
Only three bidders appeared at the
Miss Aille Meserve, BrownfleM.
AiMretw,
Beverly, Mass., spent Tuesday at 6/ A. State Treasurer's office Wednesday at
Supt. Pavson Smith, Rumfonl Falls. section one day recently.
Mr.
.Jesse
Brown
Held.
Paper,
Kowe,
NORTH 8UCKFIELD.
Miller's.
the sale of wild lands forfeited to the
Potatoes are rotting badly in this
Music.
Wiu. C. Bisbee cut hie foot quite badlj
section.
Edgar S. Keen was taken with severe state through the non-payment of taxes
TUESDAY AtTKK.MXJN, 1 30 O'CLOCK.
the
from
18th.
He
is
well
ai
the
for different years prior to 1900. More
lungs
Carl Dunham's horses took the blue one day last week. It
bleeding
doing
Music.
was handling stove wood and it was than a million acres were disposed of
ribbon at the county fair in the class of this writing.
Rev.
H.
H.
Hiram.
Aibiress,
Hoyt,
Mrs. Mary Capen has been quite sick thought the steady motion of the throw- and the principal purchasers were D. F.
Influence the Teacher Kzerts Over the Scholar, gentleman's drivers, and 315 in cash;
He is Keyes of New York and Geo. E. Rogers
for a few days. She is better now ing brought on the hemorrhage.
Miss Rose Meserve, Hiram
also $1.25 in town team.
His of Boston. Herbert J. Banton of La
^Teaching Exercise In Number.
Mrs. Mary Clapp, who has been witl uow comfortable and improving.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Dunham have
Miss Margie Marr, Cornish.
mother and brother John are with him. Grange, Me., was the purchaser of a few
at the sea shore, her sister, Martha Record, has returned
Preparation Necc-taarv for Atlmlsalon to High been taking an outing
Dana Berry and wife, who is a daugh- small tracts. The amount realized was
Prln. F. W Ernst, Parsonstleul. about twenty miles from Bath, where H. to her home in Salem, Mass.
School,
All Papera open to Discussion.
Mrs. Martha Swallow and Mrs. Cora ter of Mrs. McGown, have come from in the neighborhood of $21,000. The
K. Dunham and others of Waterville are
Swallow of Windsor, P. Q., are visiting New Hampshire to Will McGown's to price paid per acre ranged from 10 to 25
A large number were present. Nearly building up a summer resort.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Curtis and child, in our place.
cents, according to the amount.of taxes
spend the winter.
75 visitors registered. All agreed that
Bertha Skinner has returned from a due thereon.
The owners' forfeited
Mrs. Dora Cobb, who has been witb
this meeting was one of unusual inter- Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Curtis, Mr. and Mrs.
has
to
returned
visit
in
Casco.
for
a
while,
rights may be redeemed at any time
est, and Hiram cannot be excelled in Bion Greeley aad child, and Mr. and her mother
of
Mass.
Pride
in
Mrs.
a
her
home
Charlotte
within
Mrs. Ε. E. Field and children, visited at
Naples spent
Roxbury,
year by paying or tendering to
entertaining.
An invitation to hold the next session Alton Curtis', Sept. 21.
Stephen Spaulding has bought him a few days last week with Mrs. Martha the purchaser the amount paid with
interest at 20 per cent.
another large horse of A. F. Andrews & Pride.
at North Parsonstield was accepted by
Mrs. Phil Rolfe is teaching again in
Sons to take the place of the one he lost.
the executive committee.
NORTH STONEHAM.
The farmers are drawing what little Albany.
Two bituminous coal deposits have
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Sawyer from
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. L. Walker been discovered, acording to reports rePENSION MATTERS
Madison are visiting his parents, Mr. and corn they raised to the corn factory this
a
have
but
few
Canada
before
are taking a trip through
ceived by the Bangor Commercial, on the
week. The factory will
Increase of pension to $12.00 per Mrs. J. C. Sawyer.
month has been granted to John Needreturning to B. G. Mclntire's for the line of the new Fish River Railroad,
U. B. Me Keen and family went to Nor- days run this year.
But few of the people In our place went winter.
which is being built from Ashland to
ham, Oxford.
way to the fair and to visit hie sister,
to the Canton fair this year.
Fort Kent. The coal has been used by
Mrs.
Austin
McAllister.
Sabrina J. Laselle of Norway I .alee
WILSON'S MILLS.
Holman Monk and Howard Churchill
blacksmiths and is of a fair quality.
Wm.
is
Sumner
for
Durgin
working
has been granted a pension of $12.00
have gone back to Orono for another
Wilton Johnson of Portland is a guest Yean ago geologists claimed that the
Gammon.
per month.
of Ernest Bennett.
country there was of the regular anΝ. H. Palmer of Lovell is picking his term.
Ν. K. Bennett is at Colebrook being thracite formation. Efforts will now be
Georgianna H. Warren of North Buck- apples in his orchard here.
WEST SUMNER.
made to locate veins.
treated by Dr. Ε. E. Jones.
field has been granted a pension of 912.00.
Jennie McAllister has finished work
Mrs. Eliza Wilson and her daughter
J. J. Abbott had quite a severe ill
for Mrs. Will Farrington of Lovell and
A pension of $8.00 has been granted
The North Berwick Journal, after less
Edith went to W. L. Pickett's the first
turn on Thursday, but ia better now.
is at home.
to Annie P. Edwards, Oxford.
The telephone crew are building a of the week. From there tbey will go than a year of existence, has been obligMost of the summer company has
ed to throw up the sponge. And thus
trunk line from Canton to Weat Sumner. to their home in Groveton.
With close connections a trip from gone.
Mrs. Gretta Wilson is quite ill at her we are reminded that gold dollars do
Dr. and Mra. S. L. Andrewa of Clinton
Arthur Stone's family went WednesBath to Biddeford can be made by elecDr. Twombly not always grow on the bush of journalwere with Dr. Ε. H. Andrewa for a few uncle's, W. L. Fickett'e.
trics in four hours and thirty minutes. day·
of the editor ii often
of Colebrook was called to see her Sun- ism, and the
Mrs. Kate Adams has gone to Welch· daya last week.
This time was made by a Bath lady reitrewn with thorns.
Corn crop ia aa almost entire failure. day.
ville to visit her sonda-law, Chas. Gray.
ETABLI S H BU Ufti.

Jfce (Dxford §*mocrat,
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

and^

ago^
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auestlon

cently.

path

Tkultr Lor·.
The native· of the Hawaiian Ialandi
considered thunder as being M a una
Loa'i echo from the clouda. Thla cnrloua notion has cryetalllred a weather
proverb which la now current among
of the
many of the white residents
Islande—vlx, "It will rain today;
In
Mauna Loa shakes the clouds."
this connection It may be remarked
Scandinavian settlers In
that the

Shoes That Are

KMflac Prie·*·.
to
There ta nothing eo very difficult
to keep
making friends; the trouble Is
them. Pleasing manners and a taking
admirers, but a
way wlH always win
lasting friendship must be built upon
a transitory
I firmer foundation than
smile, an hour of high spirits or even
beauty. Of course It is

just a little newer, and just a little more
stylish than you can obtain elsewhere
the kind of shoes we offer.
There's a host of irresistible values
in this big assortment of

are

Shoes for Fall and Winter Wear.

great physical

pleasure

a

Little Better,

a

to feel that one is favored

by some radically beautiful
There are no feet we cannot fit; no
early
taste we cannot please; no pocket we
Iceland believed that there were some but unless there be genuiue congenialtwo concerned the time
cannot suit.
mysterious and supernatural connec- ity between the
loveliness will
Shoes for everybody at everybody's
tions between the roarings of Hecla and will come when passive
tu·
In cease to be attractive. To retain friendprice.
the "angry mutterlngs of Jove."
on the
England many of the peasantry still ship one must be continually
that
plant the honse leek—"Jupiter's beard" watch and not let the familiarity of
knowledge
—on their house roofs as a preventive comes from a lengthy
evil the other's life breed the contempt that
agulnst thunder, lightning and
one of
reminds
which
so often follows a close intimacy.
custom
a
spirits,
MAINE.
To retain either friendship or love
Charlemagne's edict, "Et ha beat quisDo
suam Jo'vls barthe illusions must not be dispelled.
Salesman.
W.
FAUNCE,
que supra domum
F.
Salesman.
of your Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and
not, because you feel sure
bam."
in
enter
and
Another widespread superstition,
ground, let the commonplace
the and monopolize the everyday affairs.
one that has been noted among
to
Eng- Let the halo of sentiment hover over
tribes and nations from China
the even the
land and from Cape Hatteras to
prosaic affairs of daily life,
woman,

SMILEY SHOE STORE
NORWAY,

Golden Gate, tells us that if the "claps"
even
reports of thunder come In
short
numbers the storm will be of
the
duration and very mild, but, on
other band, if they come in uneven
numbers, especially if the reports be
nine or thirteen disseries of

or

five,

a

claps, much

tinct

erty will result

loss of life and prop-

of Drear!ne**.
You hear often from ear window oh
servers of the "dreary" desert, the
"hopeless," the "cheerless" divert, but
the desert deserves none of these adjectives. It is dreadful, if you wish, in
the way in which it punishes the ignoof those who
rance and
Two

Kind·

presumption

know not the signs of thirst; it sometimes is awful in its passions of dust,
torrents, beat; it is even monotonous
to those who love only the life of
crowded cities—but It is never dreary
or cheerless.
Hopelessness may well
apply to the deserts of Mulberry street
and Smoky hollow, with their choked
and heated tenements, their foul odors,
their swarms of crowded and hideous
human life, but the desert of the arid

eternally hopeful, smiling,
strong, rejoicing in itself. The desert
is never morbid in its adversity. On
the other hand, it is calm and sweet
land

is

and clean—the cleunest of all land.
Not till man comes, bringing his ugly
mining towns and his destructive
herds, does It bear even the vestige of
the unclean, the dreary, the unplcturesque.—Ray Stannurd Baker in Cen-

tury ("The Great Southwest").

Round Pec· In Sqnoro Hole·.
A great deal of misdirected effort lr
this blundering world is due to the facl
that people are compelled to engage ir
work which they dislike, when Jusl
around the corner, so to speak, Is work
which they might love. Ambitious par
ente decree that the lad who wouk'
make a painter, whose eye for coloi
and form Is true or whose soul respond! 1
and fingers thrill to the vibratinj
chords of melody, shall instead enter r
counting room and be apprenticed to r
business for which he has no aptitude.
Slmllurly, a boy who would sueceec
In farming or in the carpenter's shoj
is destined to a liberal profession ant

undergo a long course ol
compelled
training for this, which, owing to hii

form
for, once dlspilled. they can never
of the
again, and in the one glimpse
material side of the intimacy may be
utterly destroyed a relation at one
time thought to be eternal.
A S η un Fit.

not enlist their highest
per's Iiazar.

powers.—Har

fire existed
lnatlon.

only

in the

pastor's imag

How He Made Money.
Conversation overheard on a tralu
Two travelers unfor Monte Carlo.
known to each other chatting familiar-

ly:

"On your way to Monte Carlo, sir,
that delightful and exclusive home for
all gamblers?"
"That is exactly where I am going."
"And you will play just a little, I

suppose?"

"1 do nothing elee. sir. It Is my business."
"Gracious! You don't mean to say
you make a business of It?"
"Yes, sir; twice a day regularly, and
I never by any chance lose."
"In that case perhaps you will explain your 'system' to me."
"Certainly, with pleasure. I play the
violin."

as

were

The Snlt

In the Ocean,

steam, and the salts were slowly undergoing the chauge from gases into

thing.

The
ished.

man

addressed

looked

aston-

"Coming from any one but you, that
remark would not greatly surprise me,"
he said. "Yon didn't think so when 1
last

wounded

Coatly
One of Philadelphia's rich young
bachelors returned from a trip to the
Pnciflc coust with a Chinaman as valet,
having been Induced to engage him
by Sun Francisco friends, who said
that orientals tunkc admirable servants. One morning the Chinaman found
a half dollar on the floor and was told
by his employer to keep it for his honesty. Some days later the bucliclor
missed a scarfpin and inquired of thevalet as to its whereabouts. "Me flound
It on le floor, an' me kept It for my
honesty," was the explanation.—Philudelphla Times.
A

saw

you."

"No, I didn't."
"You considered civil service little
abort of a civic curse."
But then I was on
"That's right.
the outside and trying to get in, while
now I am on the Inside and trying to
■tay In. It makes a great difference."

—Brooklyn Kagle.

Unappreciated Lavlihne··.
"Whenebber a man gibs me a wbok»
lot o' advice," eald Uncle Eben. "1
can't help e'piclonin' dat if hie opinions wns so valuable he'd be busy
else
eomewha'
countln'
money."—
Washington Star.
IcbIbc Him Oa.
Actor—I have a war as well as a his·
trlonlc record.
I was nearly killed
once by tho bursting of a shell.
Manager—Who threw the egg?—Bal-

ttaor· World.

Not 80 DIalntereated

mm

Appeared.

Biggs—I had no idea old Graspit was
philanthropist until I saw him circulating a petition yesterday for the
purpose of raising money to enable a
a

poor widow to pay her rent.
Dlggs—Oh, Grasplt'e all right. He
owns the house the poor widow lives
In.—Chicago News.

Cnrloa· Cnatom.
In some parts of Brittany a curious
marriage custom prevails. On certain
fete days the marriageable girls appear
In red petticoats, with white or yellow
borders round them. The number of
borders denote the portion the father
Is willing to give his daughter. Each
white bund denotes $20 per annum;
tach yellow band represents $200 a
tmr.

anil

by

range from

prices

The

YORK,

NEW

McCURDY, President,

LEADS THEM ALL
paid

IIV am miut

policy holder·».

to

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Next largest

Next largest

.$569,159,48000
376,466,832 00
349'3ό5·739 00

IN ASSETS.

ΓΗΕ MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Next largest

largest

Next

ΙτΗΕ

$351,83.8,971 67

331,039,720 34

290,743,386 00

In nm'-iint paid policy-holders wince organization
in exce*H of receipts from premiums

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY..

Next largest
Next largest

.$90.1//,,029 00

19,694.406 00

8.529,026 00

It i- a synonym for

SECURITY—The first element desired by investors.
or wars.
SECURITY—Independent of crop failures, panics, strikes
SECURITY—Not menaced by changes in international balances
of the

depletion

gold

or

reserve.

SECURITY—That compels prophecy because it stands the test of history.
SECURITY—Guaranteed by uninterrupted fidelity to a yreat trust.
manSECURITY —Hased on conservative methods and dignified, able
agement.

Born of character and

SECURITY

tropical

in

SECURITY—Unimpaired by risks

countries.

ability.

FR[ELA:.D HOWE, GEO. R. H1WE, Norway,)
)
A. E. MOh'RISON, Rumfbrd Falls,
.

Manager for Maine, Portland, Mp.

J. W. FITZPATRICK,

GOODS!

NEW

ARRIVED, New Fall Stock of

JUS Γ

Suits, Hats, Caps, Underwear, Boots,, Shoes, Etc.,
in larger quantities and
styles tl»ûn ever before.

pleasing

more

MEN'S SUITS,
$v00
MEN'S PANTS,
$1.00
MEN'S & BOYS' BOOTS,
$ .9S
HATS & CAPS in all the leading
$ .50
styles,
SCHOOL UMBRELLAS,

to
to

$15.00.
$ 5.00.

to

$ 3 50.

to

$ 2.50.
$ .50.

A few of our Mark Down Suits left and
dollars can he saved by buying one of
them.
K«ittrn

Telephone Connection.

J. F. PLU M MER,
31 Market

CLOTHIER

FURTHER,

Paris, Maine.

South

Square,

I

Precedent.

Grocer.
"John," said a butter dealer, "always
put In a couple of sheets of paper when
you weigh. Customers will think you
ueut and cleanly In your business. They
don't like to have their butter slopped
on to a scale .that, for all they know,
has never been washed. And, besides,
there's u good profit In buying paper
at α halfpenny per pound and selling
It for 18 pence."—London Stumlurd.

A

come

to

NORWAY, MAINE

RICHARD A.

A reminiscence of the buttle of Get-

ammunition.
I have been
with a tenpenny null!"

ready

$5.00.

down to

OF

tysburg illustrates the strict attention

to business of the professional soldier
under the most distracting circuinstuncee.
When General Hancock was wounded, he was curried to the rear, where
the surgeons cut away his clothing and
found and extracted the missile. The
general became much Interested on
seeing it and insisted ιιι>οη sending for
an aid-de-camp, in spite of the medical
admonitions against exciting himself.
When the aid appeared, the general
culled out to him:
"Go straight to General Meade and
tell him the enemy Is running short of

are

ask you to

we

get

while every line U

Our suit stock is made

assortment.

je

America."

The ocean was once merely brackish
and not salt, as it Is now. This was
when the earth was in its first youth
and before there was any land showing at all or any animal life In the water. At this time the water was gradually cooling from Its original state of

you'll

and

•ι

«1
history that of the four uhmiiIhth
Washington's cabinet Knox of Massawas
chusetts, the only New Engender.
iiamil
a Scotch-Irishman: Alexander

Scotcl#|rish.

later,

autumn

new

\nyway, whether you
now or

in and

THE

Amrrlran Illfttnry.
noteworthy tact lu American

was

variety,

now

Eastern 'Phone.

Srota In

also Wilson and Iredell, two of tin
original associate justices; a third,
Blair, was of Scottish origin. John
Marshall, the great chief justice, was.
like Jefferson, of Scotch and Welsh
descent.—Charles Ii. Hanna's "Celt In

The

come

FOSTER,

B.

H.

ment!"

The Careful

Why He Changed HI· Mind.
"I tell you, sir, civil service Is a great

$18.00

time to

now.

leading makers.

the

the
aye. my friend." replied
fanner; "that's a* very >ruid for you
that's been built that way. but ye
been eon·
canna blame me If I ba'na
struckit according to act of parlia-

The old custom of gleaning in thi f
harvest fields, which recalls the Hibli
cal story of Kutli and Naomi, is no
obsolete In England, and lu Hertford
Itself chemical action was constantly
shire, Bedfordshire and the neighlwr adding more brine to the wnters. At
lng counties as soon as the wheat It 1 present it is estimated there are in the
gathered in the late days of Angus' world's oceans 7,000,000 cubic miles of
there muy be seen in the newly clearet salt, and the most astonishing thing
fields numbers of women and childrei 1 about it is that if all the salt could be
diligently picking up one by one tin taken out in a moment the level of the
scattered ears and forming them int( 1 water would not drop one single Inch.
neat little Rheaves, which they carrj
in their hands until large enough to b<
Limited the Edition,
When the daylight fails
bound up.
The late king of Prussia once sent to
ull the booty is bound up In cloths uni an aid-de-camp. Colonel Malacbowsky,
curried home on the heads of tin who was brave, but i>oor, a small portgleaners. At home they thrush it ou1 folio, bound like a book, in which were
by hand and eell the grain or use ii deposited 500 crowns. Some time afterfor their chickens. The guthering ol
ward he met the officer and said to
α half peck is usually u full day's wort
him:
for u child, und often a woman spend!
"Ah! Well, how did you like the new
u whole day in gathering very llttl<
work which I sent to you?"
more.
Gleuning, however, is lookei
"Excessively, sire," replied the colouiK>n somewhut in the light of u picnic nel. "I read It with such interest thai
lr
home
leuve
and
children
The mother
I expect the second volume with impathe morning, take with them food foi tience."
untl
fields
in
the
the duy, and stay out
The king smiled, ond when the ofll
nightfall.—Detroit Free I'ress.
cer*s birthday arrived he presented him
with another portfolio, similar In every
A Quick Witted Pastor.
respect to the first, but with these
In Germuny u country preucher wnt words engraved upon it:
preaching α sermon when suddenly hi
"This book Is complete In two vollost the thread of his discourse, und
umes,"
II
find
not
he
could
do whut he would,
The congregation was greatly embar
rassed and was wondering what the
matter waa when he startled It by ex
claiming hurriedly, "Pardon me, mj
brethren, for pausing In my sermon,
but It seems to me that I smell iirt
somewhere—and—and It might be well
to see that It luts not broken out lu the
church or In any of the nearby houses."
Before the words were all uttered
the congregation was pouring out ol
the church, each family being anxious
to make sure that its home was not on
fire. It need hardly be said that the

see our

only

solids. Then came the appearance of
land and, later on, rivers, which gradually washed down more and more
salts, while at the bottom of the ocean

The Gleaner·.

purchase

space."
''Aye,

Uutledge,

good

a

in handsome

are

complete.

said to one of them: "Excuse me. sir;
Each seat is
you must move up a bit.
intended to accommodate five persons,
and according to act of parliament you
entitled to eighteen inches of

ton of New York was a Scotch-I'r*nch
of Wel.-l:
man, Thomas Jefferson was
descent, and the fourth. Edmund Kan
tin
dolpli. claimed among his ancestors
New York
Scotch earls of Murray.
of
also furnished the tirst chief Justice
was
the United States. John Jay. who
a descendant of French Huguenots,
while the second chief justice, John

and it's

the broadest selection

and finding

a

display

patterns

seat on the one side of the compartment.
At the next station the carriage door
Inopened to admit a tall, cadaverous
dividual with about the girth of a
lamp post. He endeavored to wedge
himself in between two of the farmers,
it a difficult operation he

It is

on

make your selections

burly

to

lack of fitness, is ulmost abortive in it!
results. Half the failures nnd defeat!
in life may be attributed to the plaelnj
of the roimd peg In the square hole
Men and women are forced to work a
that which they dislike and which doe

is

An English tourist in the highlands
tells the following amusing story: He
was traveling one day last summer by
at
rail In the north of Scotland, and
enone of the stations four farmers
tered the train. They were all big,
men and completely tilled up the

are

Clothing

Our Fall

PRICES TALK
In my stock of

My prices

WINTER HORSE BLANKETS.

lower than

are

to see my line before you

ever

this year.

Don't tail

buy.

JAMES N. FAVOR, aMASS""·
Norway, Maine.

01 Main St.,

CASTOR IA

Tin Kind Yob Hava Atarais Bought

C&yjffflZZM

<*

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Purses and Wallets.
We have in

a

handsome

new

line of Leather Purses. Pocket Books,

Bill Books, Card Cases and Chatelaine».
We've
the sale is

never seen

rapid already, although just

The

Cheapest
Many

Come in and let

F.

any nicer, and the

A.

us

are so

prices

The best $3 00.

between the

show you these

goods,

two.

at the

SHURTLEFF &
SOUTH

PARIS. MAINE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Pharmacy

of

CO.,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

CASTOR IA ftrlitotsindCMiha.

TktUU Yoe Urn AtnpBufU

reasonable that

started.

5 cte.

are

others at

prices

«

S# vrfTZZr

gemocrat

®rford

ïhe

Miss Carrie Hall made a short visit at
West Paris Saturday and Sunday.

SOUTH PARIS.
south paris porr offick.
iloun» β 00 k> 7 .·00 A. κ; 3:00

'H t·
3 M r. *·

IIKA.N1»

TKL'MK

a.

M.

te

Γ ΚΑΙΝΗ

LK AVK

KAILWAY.

SOUTH

i.oln.' town (east—5:3b a.
jn, mIi1, ^ Λ) A. M., 4 40 f. M.
«

t* M

Mrs. W. K. Shurtleff, her daughter
î. dally, Sun·lav* Gertrude ami her son Alva D., of New
Sunday only, York, are
guests at Alva Shurtleff's.
8:47

only.

CHUHCHKS.
Rev. W. E.
Hrei Congregational Church.
I>
I»., past».r. Preaching services, 10:4i
Br k-.
Y.
w. ιη<1 7:·*» p. M.; Sun-lay School 12
A.
Church prayer meeting on
<
Κ. at·; p.
y
All, not other
λ·.· evening at 7:3U o'clock·
Γ.
w:„ ..nuectcd, are conllally Invite·!.
M( tiiu'llat Church, Rev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor.
a.
,i
»undav, morning prayer mating,
10:45 a.m.; Sabbath School
m }.rv:i··! agservice
Ki'Worth I.eague Meeting, 6:15 i». v.;
:ng prayer meeting 7 p. M. ; prayer meeting
uC-11 ν evening ; claas meeting, Friday evening
t'.-t Churcb, Rev. II. S. rtnkham, Pastor.
Sab·.
iv, preaching service 10:45 a.
».
1praver meeting 7Λ» P. m.,
tlnjf Tueclav evening.
I nlvcr»all*t Church, Uev. J. H. Little, Pastor
lr
,· service every Suntlav Ht 2:30 p. *
ρ-,
V» Hall. Sunday School at3:30 P. M.

THE CANTON FAIR

cbukchks.
S
^«con I Congregational Church, Rev. H
Paetor
lUdeout,
Preaching service Suudai
10-40 A.
Sabbath School, 12Λ0 v.; Men'
Prayer Meeting at β 30; Social Meeting. 7:15 I

FOURTEENTH OF ANDROSCOGGIN
VALLEY SOCIETY.

regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thtiiwia;
evening; Y. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday ever [
In* 7
Cnl venu list Church, Uev. Caroline Κ. Λngcll
Pa'tor. Pn-achlng service on Sunday, at 10 *·'· !
U
12 M.; Y. P. C.
a. M.; Sabbath School,
meeting, 7.TO p.m.
Method'*! Churrh, Kcv. Β. F. Fickett, Pastoi
Preaching'endec, 10:3»> a. M.; Sabbath School
12 TO M· ; Social Evening Meeting. 7 TO r. M.
prav«»r meeting, Tuesday evening; claaa meet
ing, r'rlday evening.
Kaptlst Church. Kev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor
Preaching service, 10:30 a. m. ; Sabbath School
12:00 κ
Prayer Meeting Sun·lav evening 7 P. Μ

PAK!»

coing uu west)—10:00a. m., 33S p.
Sunday
p.*, Π-illy, Sumlays Included).
κ. *.

J. II. Winslow is quite ill, ami ha«
been contined V) his bed for the past
throe weeks.
Frank W. Shaw and daughter, Miss
Λ unie Shaw, of Portland, were at South
Paris over Sunday.

Commencing Sept. 28, l'*M,

NOfiWAY.

Ethan Willie is seriously ill, and 1· rebe losing strength.

ported to

S. O. Dorr, wife and son, of Mexico,
were in town last week to attend the
wedding of Mr. Dorr's son, Eugçne H.
Dorr, ρ

STATE U MEETINGS.

GOOD EXHIBITS ALL

ΤΗ*

BUT

A

HOUND, AND ΟΟΟΓ

FIR8T-CÊASS

AGRI-

CULTURAL SHOW.

•

Androscoggin Valley Agricultural Society are feeling in a
The officers of the

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

PREMIUMS.

The Stato Congregational Conference
ry A Rose let. Herd grade cows for
beef, E. W. Pettewcill, Livermore Falls, held its annual meeting at Bath last
1st. Grade cows (dairy,) Berry & Rose week, and the Maine Baptist convention
was held at Waterville.
Thoroughbred Durham bull 2 years, S.
Charles Braun, the fourteen year old
S. Gross, Livermore Falls, let; P. 1- son of William
Braun, of Rockland, was
bull
2d.
Hereford
East
Sumner,
Ripley,
drowned Wednesday by the capsizing of
2 years, E. W. Pettengill 1st. Holste.n his boat. The
body was recovered.
bull 2 years, M. G. Farrar 1st. Jersey
James Granger of Augusta, indicted
bull 2 years, Berry & Rose :1st; F. L.
Bartlett, Hartford, 2d; Richardson for manslaughter in causing the death of
Albert L. Heeelton at Augusta on the
Bros., Canton, 3d.
Grade bull calf for dairy, Berry A night of April Oth last, was tried last
Rose 1st; Richardson Bros. 2d ; C. W. I week and found guilty of assault only.

CROWDS.—TROTTING NOT UP TO 80MB

YEARS,

STOCK

Herd cowe, Jersey, 4 in number, Ber-

Jbull

very pleasant frame of mind as the out·
come of their fair of Tuesday, WednesWith
day and Thursday of last week.
good weather for the three days, there
was a good attendance, and the exhibition was financially as well as otherwise
a success.
The crowd on Wednesday is
estimated at six thousand, and certainly

Children's Dresses.

A Royal Tallaraan.
For 400 years the Hohenzollern family has possessed a peculiar talisman
in tbe shape of a black stone set in a
ring, each bend of tbe house having
passed tbe charm on to the next in succession for many generations.
Frederick the Great Is said to linve found
tbe rliig sealed In η package with instructions as to Its preservation and
transmission written by Frederick I.
Precisely what value or slgnitlcance
attaches to this carefully treasured bit
of Jewelry It would be difficult to say.
Tradition says that a huge toad hopped
«into the royal presence centuries ago
with the stone held in its mouth. As
to whether the golden setting In which
the stone Is now preserved Is due to
the forethought of tbe intelligent toad
or to tbe afterthought of the' Hohenzollerna tradition fails to enlighten us.

make them when you can buy then
about what the material would cost you?

Why

ready-made

for
•

DRESSES, like cut, made from
buttons,
protty stri petfoods, trimmed with vel»eten«, pearl
Reds,
and fancy braid, lined throughout.

THE

NEW

LONG

bines, and

WAIST

Sizes 2,

browns.

3, 4, β years,

$1.00

only

plaids, plain yoke, cuffs and
belt, trimmed with braid and ribVon, caps
over shoulders, lined throughout, all sizes,

ONE LOT fancy

Thompson, Canton, 3d. Grade
Stephen Demmon, aged 5 years, son of
year old for beef production, A. B. ton- George Demmon of Rockport, disappearant 1st. Grade bull calf for beef, Mrs. ed from home
Thursday and the body of
Nell Carver, Sumner, 1st; S. Staples 2d. the little fellow was found in a dock the
E.
.M.I
Holstein
bull
calf,
Thoroughbred
next day, he having doubtless fallen
Howard 1st. Thoroughbred Jersey bull overboard
while at play on the wharf.
calf, Richardson Bros. 1st.
Edward T. Cobb, 40 years old, of
Thoroughbred Durham cow, S. ».
no more were ever seen on these grounds
Gross, Livermore. 1st. Thoroughbred Vanceboro, Me., said to be a millionaire
The Portland and Rumford Falls roan Hereford cow, E. W. Pettengill 1st. mine owner, recently returned from the
FloorwalktnK.
ran specials to Lewieton, Rumford Falls Thoroughbred Jersey cow, Richardson çold region of Australia, diod a few
Head Floorwalker (severely^—I heard
New
Vincent
in
St.
since
and Livermore Falls, to enable the peo- Bros. 1st and 2d.
Hospital,
Jays
you tell the lady she would find the
ι
ple to stay the day out, and all the trains
Thoroughbred Hereford heifer 2 years York, where he was taken on his return ribbons at the third counter to tbe left.
» few days earlier from Australia.
of
loads
Ε
W.
1st.
brought big
passengers.
Thoroughbred
Pettengill
New Floorwalker—That's where they
For some reason the men with horses Jersey heifer 2 years, Berry & Hose 1st.
The eight-year-old daughter of Harry are.
did not fiock to this track this year so Thoroughbred Jersey heifer calf, Berrj I
Hark of Boston died Thursday at Bath
Head Floorwalker—Yes; but you
much as usual, and the trotting was not & Rose 1st; Richardson Bros. 2d.
while undergoing an operation for a
on the whole so interesting as someGrade heifer 3 years (dairy), Richard- :hroat trouble at the office of Dr. Ε. M. should have told her to go to the right
times. In its purely agricultural feat- son Bros. 1st; Berry & R<*e2d
past the necktie bargain counter, turn
Jand .id. Puller, the cause of death being given to
the left past the stocking bargain
ures, however, this year s fair was fully Grade heifer 2 years (dairy), Richardson
Coroner Ballou made
is heart trouble.
Bros. 1st. Grade heifer 1 year (dairy), in
up to the standard.
and deemed an inquest counter, then three counters to the
investigation
I
The fakirs, who are as essential a part Berry & Rose 1st and 3d; Richardson
inneccssary. The child had been sick right past the silk skirt bargain counof a complete fair as the gate keeper, Bros. 2d. Grade heifer calf (dairy), L. I ror eome time and it was
thought that an ter, and so on. You'll never make a
were numerous and active, aud allowed W. Walker, Canton, 1st; Ε. M. Howard,
>peration for the throat trouble would floorwalker.—J udge.
no one to
their
<k Rose 3d.

Price,

«1.96.

....

F. Λ A. M. Keifular rrrelink: of <Ixford I.odm
Kev. C. C. Plielan of I.ewiston lectures
v"o. is, ;n M atonic ΠμΙ). Friday Evening on oi
at the Baptist church this Monday evenOx font Roy»' Arch Chapter
Iwfore full ration
3IÎESS, like cut, of fancy plaids, plain yoke, pearl buttons,
ing. Subject, "The Portrait of a Great No. iM, nose nbles Weduesdav Evening, on oi
befonfull moon. Oxford Council, R. & 8. M.
Woman."
waist lined, all sizes, only,
91.00.
frl-lay evening, after full moon. Oxford Lo<lgc
Recent reports from little Paul Rams- Nu. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei
Also
other
of
not
tell
here.
room
to
full moon.
styles
dell are that he is improving rapidly,
1.1 >. Ο. K —No way Lodg».— Regular meeting
which is good news to the many friends I <Μ·Ι Fallows' Half, every Tuesday Evening
Wihley Kneampment, No. 21, me^tn In _<Kli|
of the family.
j
fellow»' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Even.
Advertised letters iu South Paris Post Iiign of each month. Mt. Hope Rnbekah Lodge,
Eastern Telephone Connection.
No. V, meets on flrst and thirl Friday of each
Ι'.*·.:
office, Sept.
'Month.
Mr* M. E. Koelcr.
Κ of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway 'Mock
ΜΔΙΧΒ1.
NORWAY,
C. It. Hamilton.
every Thuredav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyee
I> vision, No. 12, meets third Krldav of eaeh
The First Universalis! Parish will hold nonth. Lake Aseemblv, No. 83, P. S·, second
STATKD HKKTINUS.
House Hall ind fo"rth Friday evening* of each month.
a special meeting at Engine
P. of H.—Sorwav Grange 'Meet· »econd am:
Kevulai
I M.—Paris Lodge, No. '.H.
to see about pro- 'ourth
evening,
Wednesday
full
moon.
Saturdays of cach month at Grang. Hall.
on
or
before
„· Tuesday evening
a
church
lot.
A. R.—Harrv Rust Poet, No. 54, meets In
G.
curing
>. If —Mount Mica Louise, regular meet
New G. A. R. ·1λ11 on the first Tuesday Evening
of
week.—Aurora
each
evenlne
li-., r.'iureday
Mount Mica Lodge, I. 0. O. F., has • feacb month.
ment,"lirst and third Monday evenings
Κ
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon.
chosen A. E. Shurtleff and A. E. Dean
Wanted at once, thirty strong, able-bodied men to work in the woods
jf i· a month.
No.
lay evening.
Kebekah
Pleasant
Lodge,
K —Mount
delegates to the Grand Lodge, which
V E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
presence.
ignore
Canton, 2d· Berry
l·
.t» second ami fourth t'rUlays or each
:ause relief.
!,
s nd in the mill.
will meet at Augusta.
Good wages and best of living accommodations.
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first an·! third Wed<
! Kelliiws' Hall.
These are the officers of the AndrosGrade heifer 3 years (beef), E. W. 1 etnesday evenings of each month
A Choice of llynin·.
It —W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, meeu
ι,. \
this year.
1st and 3d; S. S. Gross 2d. Grade
SAMUEL D. MARSHALL.
tengill
of the Relief
<) U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, coggin Valley Society
The
regular
meeting
of
each
third
ιιιΊ
evening»
Saturday
r-ι
When the English troops in South
heifer 2 years (beef), S. S. Gross 1st, -d
President—J. W. Thompson. Canton.
Apply at once at BEMIS, MAINE, or at our Norway oflice. No
io. meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
S. D. Marshall, one of the well-known
t.'i. In ίι< Λ. K- Hall.
aj.
Corps will be held ou Friday evening of No.
Vice-President—W. W. Rose. Canton.
Mrs.
evening.
1
at Africa were daily expecting the anheifer
and
Grade
died
3d.
of
»
Κ. Kimball Relief Corps meets tlrst this week
town
of
the
,
(beef),
esidents
Paris,
year
All
insteail of Saturday.
Secretary—H. T. Tlrrell. Canton.
U. < >. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony. No. lift), meets
-vitiipiay evening» of each month, In
Nell Carver, Sumner, 1st; S. S. Gross 2d ] tie residence Monday afternoon, Sept. nouncement οί α peace settlement with · nvalids wanted.
Treasurer—D. W. Gating, East Peru.
members are requested to be present for -eeond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
Ke let orps Hall.
and 3d. Grade heifer calf (beef), ». ». ; !(J, 1!K)2. lie was the third son of Dea- the Boer leaders, u worthy dean teleTrt.8tec.-T. Β W Stetson [P. <>·
month.
f H. —P:irls U range, from May 1 to Oct. 1, rehearsal.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247, Hartford; D. W. Godlng. [P. O. Eastleru.i Gross 1st and 2d.
1 .iii.l fourth Satur>lay ; <lurli)K the
l· oii Nathan and Zilplia Marshall, born graphed to Lord Kitchener from tht
A. l·. Russell,
of the year, meets every Saturday, In
The Epworth League has already en 'neete second and fourth Thursday evening# of Peru" Ε. E. Caldwell, Canton;
Married May 2, 1844, Orange River Colony, saying. "As I am
Working oxen, George W. Brown, Ipril 18, 1825.
ί
L. Β Blsbee. [P. O. East Bumnor
month
ach
H illο-'
lecture course,
for
seasou's
this
Ea*t
SumΟ.
E.
!
LiverP.
W.
α
Mwtb
H.
gaged
Turner,
Hartford, 1st;
] ïsther Ann, daughter of Joseph and the
Sumdcr;
Thompson
■ > C —Second and fourth
Mondays of
acting chaplain and conducting diR·
8. Chllde.
1.1 verm " re;
of
President
White
3d.
Beef
Judge
mon·.]
the
excellent
College,
Moses
are
Colby
2d;
Hartford,
Fishermen
]
jovina
month.
ner,
Young,
enjoying
£·
ea
Penley. They lived together vine service in many camps tomorrow,
Welch. P.O. East Rumford,] Rumford, H. B.
ν Κ ". P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
of Portland, and Rev. C. E. days
B.
town.
native
A.
lake.
D.
in
his
the
Tuttle,
Buckfield,
oxen,
1st;
Uonuey
iver
,
up
fifty-one years
Whitman. [P. <>. KlcilonWlleJ Mexlco. W. S
and fourth Wednesday evening» Lund of Portland.
I ask if the hymn 'Peace, Perfect
E. Merrltt, [P. 0. Jay,] F. Glover, Hartford, 2d; George W.I
it is reported that Deputy Sheriff Bas- Marble, Dlxfleld; Ε.
He was an honored and devoted mem· may
11 h.
would nut be a most appropri
Peace,'
at
the
3d.
Masons
trial
in
MerJay.
of
a
new
for
will
f Γ
Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
sett
Brown,
Hartford,
1er
of
Jefferson
Lodge
try
Mrs. (i. F. Eastman and Miss Grace
icnlng at Pythian Ha'L
if:
Steers 3 years old, M. H. Dailey 1st
rill matter before paying the verdict of
ι iryant's Pond nearly forty years, fulfill- ate one to give out to be sung?" And
W k*linen of America —South Pari.·· Thaver returned Saturday from Boston.
among thk cattle.
ν
3d. , □g all duties devolving upon him in the great "K." wired back, "Please
Moses Young 2d; B. F. Glover
s.». Ι·ΟΒ7, meets secou·! and fourth Tues
Miss Thayer has been attending an em- $2,250, recently obtained by Mrs. Ger,·■
This fair is well known as the place Steers 2
G. Merrill against him.
„·- In t,olden Cross Hall.
years old, Moses ^ oung 1st, A. t his order, in an acceptable and faithful yourself, but I think Onward, Chrisbalming school and Mrs. Eastman secur- trude
who
to
likes
to
see
for
man
Turner
E.
Ο.
good
go
any
of
entertainF.
series
11 nanner, attending meetings long dis- tian Soldier!' quite as good."
The tlrst of the
Russell, Livermore, 2d;
in dressmaking.
Lots of them are 3d. Steers 1 vear
oxen and steers.
lixnnvv is visiting relatives in ing styles
,i
ments in the People's Course took place
t ances, though the weather be ever so
old, Moses Y»"nK
Maltien and Boston.
<^uite a fair run has been made at the at the Opera House last Wednesday raised within walking distance of the Ν Perkins, Jay, 2d. Steer calves, L·. W. , nplcaeant. Later, he joined Paris
IrUh the LniiKUtttcc oi Lover·.
corn factory during the past week, and
grounds.
Pettengill let; JohnFoye2d.
jodge of Masons. Religiously he was a
evening. It was giveu by May Parker's fair
Μ ν « ieorge W. Frothingham is visitIt will pay to buy (or him good, all
The Irish language is above all othIn the number of yoke shown, of
The factory Little Pickaninnies and Concert Com-1
Β r. j fethodist. In
1st
there
is
more yet to come.
Turner
DemE.
a
Matched
oxen.
Ο.
politics, decidedly
c Albert Davis' in Portland.
wool clothes.
You may
ers the language of lovers.
course Moses Young of Hartford stands Glover
at West Paris will not be run this season,
3d.
Matched
E.
W.
a
mark-,
was
in
It
c crat.
2d;
Pettengill
every way
pany.
Buy our kind of BOYS' CLOT FI ES,
ira I). >haw and family are moving and the corn intended for it is being ed success.
The violinist, Miss Bertha1 at th· head. He had nine yoke on the steers 3 years, Moses Y°ang lst; Ν
An only sister survives him, Mary And in French or Spanish or Italian suif you want the best. They are made by
•
ictit over \Y. D. Clark's store.
brought iu here—what there is left of it. Webb, the reader, Miss Lillian Pierce, grounds. His star pair was a yoke of solid Perkins 2d; M. A. Dailey 3d. Matched ι lanah, wife of Deacon George Berry of perlatives or diminutives of endearthe best boys' clothing makers in Amerwhite faces, which steers 2 years, A. B. Conant 1st: : C. C. I ^ Pest Paris.
were looking 2-year-old
ment, but you will never litid anything
I '.ι t .mgregat tonal church is being
Miss Susie L. Rounds, who has been aud flutist, Miss Florence Beckett,
ica.
irirtli 6 feet 0 and 7 on the grounds. Ho Russell 2d; A. F. Russell ôd. Matched
Anne
children:
who
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ever
the
of
leaves
far
Ile
so
and
the
best
so
sad
following
so
so
subtle,
sweet,
soft,
any
as
by
Med. in about the same colors
prevented by an injury received some visited
Double breasted, Norfolk, and 3they go a little better than that at steers 1 year, E. W. Pettengill 1st. I * ilpha, wife of J. F. Plummer, South sometimes so rapturously extravagant
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Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
"ketch and description may
an

Anvone »endlnn a
Quick!* as. ertuiii our opinion free whether
mtreurim is pr<>hnl>ly patentable. Communications «trictlycotiddentliil. Handbook on I'atent·
sent free. Oldest atem-v for securing patent·.
Patents taken tnr.■•.icU M mm Jk Co. receive
»j><· <1 notlc', without chnrce, lu the

the

Scientific American.

Horse Rakes,

A handsomely '.llustrnted weekly. I.nreest elr.
dilation f uny scientifle Journal. Terms, |3 *
newsdealer*.
year: four months. IL Sold by all

Hay Tedders,
have

Rakes,

Machines,

A

bargains.
always on

good

hand.

& Co.36,B™**-' Hew York
MUNN
Branch Office. CS Κ St_ Washington, IX. C.

Harvesting

Machinery.

Second

Hand

etc., at good
line of repairs

Painkitter

—

the stttman's friend, for cholera,

Carpets

cramps

Take

no

or

chills. It acts like

satabrh

up stock.

In all its stacos there
thoi^i be CltNilUIUOS.

•.way

a

quickly.

c«j.J iu the head

lediate and
t

a cure

It le not drying—doe·
Large Size, 50 eenta at Drug-

follows.

produce sneezing.
or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mall.
ELY LltOTllfiKS, M Warren Street. New York.

«S ONE DOLLAR

&
Mall orders

E. W.

If In want of aay kind of Finish for Inside or
• >utslde work, send In
your orders. Pine Lumber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.
Weet

»
if
Limited

Keeps out

A heavy

speciEncy-

bodied oil.

Oil

|s sold in all
Localities

volumes, including five volumes of

American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural
colors.
Name

Manufactured by
Mtmadard OU C'Mipur.

FOR SALE I

Street

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

State

situated on the Buck Held road, three mile· from
South Paris village. The farm contains 75 acres.
The Ullage land Is In a high state of calUvaUon.
The pastures are good and there Is plenty of
«owl near the bouse. Large and email fruit In
Barn ¥)xti and carriage bouse
abundance.
38x40 are new, are (L>elv finished outside and tn,
and cost 91000. Water In house and barn. The
farm carries twenty bead of cattle and pair of
horses. On rural delivery anu cream route·.
Very pleasant location.

H. B.—The prices and taras ai· as follow*
Να 1—In Buckram Cloth, the *et oomplete ta
H.10 cash and 18.00 par month. Price, W5.ua
Να 2— In Half Morocco, *2.00 caah, and KOt
per month. Price, 180.00.
Να S—In Sheep, tan color, IS.00 cash, and 16.01
9
per month. Price, 174.00.
» 10 per cent deducted from the above price. &
full amount la paid within thirty days after seoeiff
of hooka
for Sale

water.

Au excellent preservative.
Reduces cost of your liaruesa.
Never burns the leather ; its
Efficiency is increased.
Secures best service.
Stitches kept from breaking.

Britannica, complete in 30

City and

Having

Harness

Six Feet of

examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

clopedia

on

EUREM HARNESS OIL

CALL AT OU* STORE and

I would like full details and
pages of the New Werner

You Should Insist

(|nequaled bv any other.
Renders hard leather soft.
Especially prepared.

of the BRITANNICA contains
Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge

men

Maine.

Sumner,

Why

librar?

Again

COUPON

CHANDLER,

W.

Some Reasons

everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

Occupies

CHANDLER,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Delay*
has this κ™*
Never Before been
within

by

F. A. Shurtleff

A Co.

kite

want

ί,ϊ

ιίίι£?Ή
il, t

tbmifl»

flight.

,cut

ίη«?Λι

2i?Jpr°portion·

,.frH

Hunt.

""'ί

m»Î hUP

■Άϋατ*

iorivvl
i',\
ed 11
adding more
bj le?.?ver

girl
were summoned to attend her were unA rolling woman gathers no husband. able to explain why the food did her
no good. Finally the riddle was solved,
FEET SWOLLEN TO IMMENSE SIZE.
for a serpent about twenty inches in
"I had kidney trouble so bad," says J.
length issued one morning from the
J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that I
child's mouth.
could not work, my feet were swollen to
The eerpent was killed and sent to
immense size and I was co τ lined to my
and since
bed and physicians were unable to give the University of Strassburg,
excelme any relief.
My doctor finally pre- then the little one has enjoyed
It Is supposed that the
scribed Foley's Kidney Cure which lent health.
made a well man of me." F. A. Shurt- child swallowed the serpent while
ieff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
drinking some Impure water.
ford.

flour and cooking

·υΓ ^
mixing the croquettes.
dePende upon the seasoning
already given tlie meat that no recipe
tan be followed implicitly.
Frequent

.r°r,R.'Iy'

cracker dust

No. 201—Charade.
High In my first they waved the flag
Mid shouts of wild applause,
And soldiers brave marched to my first
And fought to win the causa

the

of

us«

some

in

tasting should be the

fuice wîilTi
iZlVth
r?>»ill"?eS.Witb
rlCe*

rule^

Cessait

vealand chicken, lemon
niU8tard with ham and
Without my second we could not
Assert that "Right Is might"
fi8b· cbeese with macareward"
Its
is
own
"Virtue
Nor
and a 8U8P>cion of onion
Nor other proverbs trite.
Tasteless meat,
even that from which bouillon has been
to
be
we
admit
all
last
My
made, can be transformed iuto savory
A blessing unsurpassed;
sauce and a
Though some would give my last for all. croquettes with a tomato
lavor of onion. Though the flavor may
Some give all for my last.
have been taken for the soup, much of
We often pass my total by
the nutriment remains in the meat.
a
hurried
look.
With but
'Α"»1, meat, sauce, and seasoning are
And, though we cannot read It, yet
thoroughly mixed, the whole is to be
We find It In a book.
spread to cool in shallow pans which

wifha?

Γνΐϊ

ever-vlthi,n^·

A woman who is not neat is amiefit.

Butterflies That Fly High.
Both in the Himalayas and In the
Andes butterflies have been found at
heights ranging up to 10,000 feet and
In the Alps they are quite common at

DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP HER.
"I had kidney trouble for years,"
writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shelton,
Wash., "and the doctors could not help
I tried Foley's Kidnoy Cure, and
me.

L.

-pVlnki«;
T1 °rIt "Çb,lï
should be thorwith fine crumbs.
St
ma<,e

9,000 feet. The very highest elevation
so far observed is 10,620 feet, where
they were found by M. Bonpland on
the slopes of Chlmborazo. Sir J. D.
Hooker found butterflies on the slopes
of the Himalayas at about the same
height lie speaks of "the amazing
quantity of superb butterflies, many
large tropical swallowtails, black, with
a scarlet eye on the wings." The South
American high flying butterflies belong to the family of Colla dimcra, the

first dose gave me reliof and I
cured. I cannot say too much
F. A. Shurtone for Foley's Kidney Cure."
may be
dav
and ffried the next. A piece of ieff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
day anri
Placed on top of the mixtIt is eauy for any man to be a reformer
the
ure while it is cooling prevents
till he gets a political job.
formation of a skin-like crust.

292.—Diamond·,
I.—1. A letter in theatrical. 2. An
4.
3. To express gratitude.
article.
Conclusion. 5. A letter lu Katherine.
2. A pronoun.
II.—1. In Colorado.
3. Walks through water. 4. A kind of
0. With5. Full of mystery.
car.
drawn. 7. A cavalry sword. 8. A pole.
No.

the very
am now

I®0!' a.D(1
.Ja5a®?Pa^r

Claf8' veSotable
fet°nd
inHml
all such as potato,
includes

croquettes,
parsnips

ve£e-

Impartant

ta Mathara.

beans, chestnut., etc. The cooked
Banfoe carefully «very bottle of CASTORIA,
seasoned, and with it is a safe and ear· remedy for Infants and children,
Γ
mixed beaten egg or the volk onlv.
»d see that tt
These croquettes are usually shaped

ίηίτΛ {,,a8bed·

whdewarm, since they hold together
Bean the
better, and are less liable to crack while Signature of
word.
missing
frying.
Over 80 Tear*.
of I
had u pretty
1. My sister
The standard shapes for croquettes are ι Ea XI· For
Tit· Kind Toe Have Always Bought
the cylinder, the cone, and the cutlet,
gold beads.
will help the growing I though as many other forms may be
2. The
made as the ingenuity of the cook can I
There are things better than money in
with I devise. It is a question whether apples, this life but it take» money to buy them.
3. He broke the window
are desirable forms in
etc.,
chickens,
his
I which to serve such compounds.
TAKE CAHE OF THE STOMACH.
4. lie worked with nil his might and
The first step is to divide the mixture
Kodol is the reconstructive tonic that
into the desired number of portions, is
making so many people well and
of my life.
a
rounded
5. That dog is the
in
I making them uniform size,
strong by conveying to their bodies all
me?
I
with
the
about
to
I
6. Will you
speak
right of the nourishment in the food they eat.
tablespoonful being
I quantity for each one. The hands may I Rev. J. II. Ilolladay, of Ilolladay, W'hh.,
7. The moon is on the
be dampened with water or milk to keep writes: Kodol has cured me. I consider
I the mixture from sticking, or line it the best re-nedy I ever used for dysAanorteU Btuta.
dusted over board and
In what nut do we find heart and crumbs maybe
pepsia and stomach troubles.
hands as tlour is used with dough. If
lungs? Chest.
for any reason the mixture is too soft to
Manners make a man glad to see his
What nut is washed by the ocean?
I handle, a very little cracker dust may be mother-in-law.
Beech (beach).
I stirred into it.
I
ButBEWARE OF THE KNIFE.
What nut resembles a goat?
First roll the spoonful into a round
ter.
ball, then put on the board with a few
Surgery should not be used except
crumbs, and gently roll till a cylinder where absolutely necessary. In cases of
I shape is secured, or tip the hand so that I piles for example, it is seldom needed.
A Danger of the Night.
I one end receives more pressure to get I DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cures quickI hate to use a folding bed
Because I have been told
I the cone shape. Then lightly lift in the I ly and permanently. For cute, burns,
That many sleeping lambkins have
hand and flatten first one end and then bruises, wounds, skin diseases.
Been gathered in the fold.
I the other on the board. For the cutlets I
-Philistine.
Like a kitten's tail, happinese is here
or chop shape flatten the ball and curve
I and point one end.
I to catch, but there is lots of fun chasing
Key to the l'uaaler.
; When all are ready put more crumbs it.
1.
Additions:
Double
277.
No.
I on the board, dip each croquette in I
4.
3. E-as-e.
USED FOR PNEUMONIA.
2. G-i-g.
T-able-t
beaten egg, drain and roll over in the
S-eat-s. 5. S hark s.
Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich.,
crumbs. The whole egg or the whitee
No. 278.—Charade: Light-house.
only are used for crumbing. When says, "I have used Foley's Honey and
No. 279.—Progressive Enigma: Cater- beaten too little the egg slips off the Tar in three very severe cases of pneuI croquette, leaving part of the surface I monia with good results In every case."
pillar.
too much air bubbles Refuse eubstitutee. F.
A. Sburtleff &
No. 280.—Word Square: 1. None. 2. bare; if beaten
break with like effect. With each egg Co. Orln Stevens, Oxford.
Over. 3. Near. 4. Errs.
I one or two tablespoons of milk or water
No. 281.—Riddlemeree: Denver.
Truth may be at the bottom of a well,
should be mixed. A palate knife may
No. 282.—An Octagon:
I be used to roll the croquette over in the but there are very few good divers.
I ©gg till all parts are coated. The crumbs
FanE
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
may be either bread or cracker, but the I
for chronic throat troubles and
D
I former are to be preferred, as they brown adapted
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarseG
better in the frying, and do not have the ness and a1!
diseases. Refuse
I greasy look common when cracker I substitutes. bronchial
F.
A. Shurtleff A Co.
Ε
I crumbs are used.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
D
Ragged bits of the soft crumb of bread
and all of the cruet may be dried, rolled,
If your tailor takes your measure, you
D
and sifted for crumbing croquette·.
will probably have to pay in advance.
If not convenient to fry, after egging
Y
I and crumbing roll over in melted butter I
A
and bake in the oven under a gas flame.
Β
The egg in the mixture is desirable when
the croquettes are to be cooked in this
A
u
D
L
way, as it helps keep them in shape, for This «if-nature li on every bos ot the genuine
t»m.u
No. 283.—A Familiar Proverb: First the crust is not quite so firm as when I Laxative
I they are fried.
th· remedy that cure· a cold I» one dap
catch your hare, then cook It.
For frying the fat may be a mixture
Positives and ComparaΝα 284.
As between jewels and babies it is a
of several kinds or one kind alone. It
tives: 1. Fie. Are. 2. Ewe. ewer. 3
should be hot enough to brown the cro- close thing in temptation for women.
6.
drawer.
Pitch, pitcher. 4. Draw,
I
in about one minute. To test it I
7. quettes
Flow, tlower. β. Steam, steamer.
A SAD DISAPPOINTMENT.
drop in a bit of white bread crumb,
Dress, dresser.
which should become brown in half a I Ineffective liver medicine is a disapNo. 285.—Insects: 1. Fly. 2. Spider. minute. Lift the frying basket with a
Risers never
but Little
I long fork, and have a tin plate to set it I pointment They areEarly
3. Cricket. 4. Butterfly. 5. Firefly.
a tonic to the
I in when taken from the fat. Dip the I disappoint.
liver. Cure biliousness, torpid liver and
Drowsiness is dispelled by Kkecham's Pills* basket in the fat and
put in only from prevent fever.
more I
at
as
to
five
three
once,
croquettes
woman
adoft
on
You can palm
any
will cool the fat too much. Keep them
miration for the real thing in love.
The more men you lend money to the I
under the fat all the time. If they are less there are from whom
you can
or
back
are
in
again,
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the dis- I lifted out and put
row.
are
not
crumb-1
will
elimiI
too
or
eased kidneys sound so they
the fat
evenly
long,
nate the poisons from the blood. F. A. ed, or are too large there will be a tendLINGERING SUMMER COLDS.
Shurtleff Λ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. ! ency to break open.—American Kitchen !
Summer colds are the hardest to cure
I Magazine.
Love is a dream with a nightmare just
and if neglected may linger for months.
REMEDIES FOR POISONING.
before the awakening.
One Minute Cough Cure will break up
In cases of poisoning there are many the attack. Cure· coughs, cold·, croup,
Avoid serious results of kidney or
hand.
For
instance, bronchitis.
simple remedie· at
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kid- I
suppose, as so often happens, nitric or I
"Did any of you ever see ai. elephant's
ney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. Orin I sulphuric acid is swallowed in mistake
Stevens, Oxford.
I for some beverage or another, then it skin?" inquired a teacher of a .class of
I is necessary at once to neutralize the I youths.
Half the people in the world are too
"I have," exolaimed one.
;lcid before it has time to corrode the
optimistic and the other half are not stomach.
"Where?" asked the teacher.
pessimistic enough.
'•On the elephant," replied the boy.
means of an alkali.
Thie ie done

|

I

I

1

I

...

I

Asiatic that of the I'icrls callldice.
The explorer, Sir Martin Conway, also
found them at high altitudes in the

I

Λ ΚΙ*· and

α

Bite.

Id his volume, "The Kiss nnd Its
History," Dr. Christopher Nyrop of the
University of Copenhagen relntes thut
In England in 1837 Thomas Saveland
brought an action against Miss Caroline Newton, who had bitten a piece
out of his nose for his having tried
to kiss her by way of a Joke. The de-

bor-1

|

I

by

my

drug

store.

Rainbows never

surrender, but always

USES FOR SALT.
Salt puts out a fire in the ohimney.
Salt in the oven under baking-tins will

loose that I think I'll pull it out."
Little Mary—"Oh, don't! If you do, ma
ίο

trill make

me wear

it."

flying.

What is CASTORIA

contains neither Opium, Morphine
It destroys Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee.
Diarrhœa and Wind
and allays Feverisliness. It cures
cures Coiistipution
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles,
the Pood, regulates the
assimilates
It
and Flatulency.
and natural sleep.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

have indigestion, a bilious head-

ache

real dyspepsia

or

once

while is the exception.
You who do will find a quick
in

a

relief from a teaspoonful of the
True"L. F." Atwood's Bitters.

35c.

a

bottle.

J. WALDO NASH,

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Licensed Taxidermist,
GRANGE BLOCK,

Over Advertiser Office,

▼HI CKNTAUR COMPANY· T7 M U

PiiiMw

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
ha^d instruments.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case. Pease piano, 7J octave, almost new
for $18$.

Appeal

Facts that

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

^reat trade.

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, fur $««.
One second hand Worcester organ,

stops, in nice condition, for $4$

11

One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
for $6.V
that cost
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for $115, worth $140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

bility

CITY.

They

7ΤΤΤ77777Γ

)

[ RANOhS

made iu

are

New

every-day use
pleasure.

their
a

QUAKER

un-

Hobbs'
Variety Store

[

England,

and any part is easily duplicated.
IL

ΙΠ.

They

PRICE

v\

RANGES,

are not an

labor and mechanical

s.

New Home

MACHINES,

Sewing Machines

Add $1 to these prices,

common sense

have made

$17 to 34.

and pay,

75 Main St.

cents

Norway, Maine

a

experiment.

The best material, skilled

$17 to $49.

V,

their

you use them, 50

as

week

or

$2

month.

a

This Beautiful Couch,

S'S!

furnished

I1LOCK,

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.

.îlntiic

South Purl*.

'

to

the Economical Sense

One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $250, worth $100.

lULL'SKiM

NEW YOSS

ftTftCCT.

:

dura-

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $200, worth $2*>0.

W. J.

ft ft A V

NORWAY.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

ord-Herald.

Rvaala'a Armies.

Russia has three different armies. In
Europe her men are live years in the
active army, thirteen in the reserve
and Ave years in the second reserve.
In Asia they are seven years In actual
service and six in the reserve. In Caucasia they are only three In the active
army and fifteen in the reserve.
Iron Is seven times as heavy as water. bulk for bulk, and gold nineteen
times.

GOLD SEAL CO.,

Records, Blanks, Horns, and
Supplies.

Cameras and Photo

Ν Η.

Catalogues

YOUR EYES.

4, Odd Fellows Block,

where he is prepared to do all kinds of
Optical work. All examinations of the
Prescription work
eye free of charge.
a specialty. Calls by telephone or postal
promptly attended to personally by

Dr. J.

Franklin Harrh,
«•radunte

Tired all the time.
Nerves on edge.

Distressing Urinary troubles.

Hard to keep np
With any Kidney ilia*

Doan's Kidney Pills

falo,

Z.

CHARLES S. LEWIS

Optician.
15 years experience.
P. S.—More than two hundred people
fitted to glasses by him in tho past
month.
Prices as low as is consistent with

first-class work.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings s,Js.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
K»tAbll«he'< In Ml, for over sixty yearn It war» tin· NEW Y"KK
WEEKLY TKIllUNE, known ami ro.i«l In every State In the
Union.
un Nov.
1901, It was chafed to the

FOR
Dr. J. Franklin Harris, EViRY

REFRACTION SPECIALIST,
has located PERMANENTLY in South
Paris and has his office witli J. Pierce,
at his Jewelry Store,

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

application.

ΜΪ HI
No.

Optician

Loweat Price· in the County.

Berlin,
sent on

Sρ 9, 13 Plum St*p

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Tho value of Perfect Sitfht is
known by tho want of it.

Constant backache-

W.

VIVIAN

only

Can't Stand It.

^

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

"And eat it up. if she has a fancy
that way," added a jocular barrister
half aloud.
HIn Bluff Quickly Called.
"I want you to understand," he Paid,
"that I'm the master in this house."
"All right," she replied. "(Jo out and
tell the cook that we're going to have
company all next week."
Then he put on his hnt and went
away, making sarcastic remarks about
people who were afraid to say their
souls were their own.—Chicago Rec-

M

for Your Home.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

MEMBER

a

ιΐ>«
liljrli clang, ui>to-<laio, Illustrated agricultural wtcUly.Jfor
family—

farmer an«l hi*

OF

PRICE

THS
FARMER'S

81.00

year, but you can buy It for leee. How?
Itv aubecrlbliiK through your own favorite home new-|'aI*r·
Til Κ OXFORD DEMOCRAT.
Ilotli pap re one year for |2.00.
Semi your oner ami money to THE OXFORD DEMOt'KA T,
.South 1'urle, Maine.
a

Si)iii|»l<> copy Troc, «nul your nddrc*·*
to NEW'VOBK TRIBUNE FAKIIEIC. >♦ «-

FAMILY

York

CASTORIA

Ciiy.

for infants and Children.

The Kind You Have Aiwais Sought

Bears the

«

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

Gade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,
ΛΛ A I

f

DO YOU WANT IT?
WK AKE

NKVKR OUT.

SON,

Salt

Experiments

Infonts and Children—Experience against Experiment.

PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor OH,
Pleasant,
it
is
It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. nor other Narcotic

A postal or telephone to us will bring
prevent their scotching on the bottom. I
will resume teaching on the
you a supply promptly.
Five little minutes are all the time
Salt and vinegar will remove stains
STOPS THE COUGH
GUITAR A. W. WALKER &
Davie Painkiller needs to atop a BANJO, MANDOLIN
AND
from discolored teacups.
Perry
A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
at ANDREWS HOUSE, South Paris,
Salt and soda are excellent for bee I itomaoh ache, even when it ia sharp
SOUTH 1ΆΒΙ0, WK.
For particular· and terms Inquire of
enough to make a strong man groan. TUESDAY of each weak commencing Feb. 18th
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
[oe, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
be
Don't
Imitations.
and
fooled by
26o.
WILMS * «BAT, le. Park,
thrown on soot which has fallen I
cold In on· day. No Care, ao Pay.
Permanent address, H James St, Auburn.
Sand, Ac.
11 >Oo.
I *rioe86 cents.
» on the
or ft. M. KlHtf near tta premises.
carpet will prevent stain.
;o down with their colors

«

which has been
The Kind You Have Always Bought* and
of
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature
and has been made under hie personal supervision since its infancy.
\+uXfv/t *'CoCcA4M Allowno one todeceive you in this.
"
are hut
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
health of
that trifle with and endanger the

Dure· all stomach troublas

pleases."

"Now good digestion waits on appe- But there is not time to send to the
No need to fear sudden attacks of
Relieve the aches of a bad
chemist's, and the best thing to do Is to
tite, and health on both."
back promptly—cure all
If it doesn't, try Burdock Blood Bit- I scrape some mortar off the wall, stir It I cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea,
I up in water and make the patient ewal- summer complaint of any sort if you
ters.
Kidney and Bladder troubles.
low it. If the poison happens to be al- have Dr. Fowler's Extract of
Wild
It costs men a great deal more to live kaline instead of acid—caustic soda or
Strawberry in the medicine cheat.
Mr. J. H H. Townsend, of Townaend
up to their prosperity than they get out I ammonia, for Instance—then you have I
Bros., carriage mauafai tarera, of ID Jefferof it.
I the remedy at hand in the cruet. Give I Mike—Te mustn't strike thim cows son
street, Beddeford, he., aaya: "We used
I the victim a dose of vinegar.
Doan'a Kidney Pllla In our family, and
I 'n' run 'em all th' way home.
sore
Inthroat,
Diphtheria,
croup.
moat valuable remedy. There
I Suppose it is an irritant poison, such I Bobby—But I want some whipped found them auaeleaa
stant relief, permanent
remedies on the market
cure.
Dr.
are so many
as arsenic, or a sedative, such as opium, I cream.
one
la found which experience
that when
rhomas' Eclectric Oil. At any drug
must immediately give a large
what
is
does
claimed for It, it Is a
you
ι to re.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY proves
pleasure to endorse that preparation. I
quantity of tepid mustard and water as
Pills at John BerDoan'a
Laxative
Tablets.
Take
Kidney
procured
Bromo-Quinine
There is nothing platonic about the an emetic. But this is not sufficient in
drug store, under Hotel Thacher, and
ove of money.
the case of opium-poisoning. Drowsl- All druggists refund the money if it S's
e aatlafactory résulta obtained warranta
F. W. Grove's signature me In making the above statement."
□ess
comes on, which may be fatal. I fails to cure.
Terrible plagues, those itching, pester- Therefore
25c.
on each box.
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drug
you have to dose the patient
ng diseases of the skin. Put an end to with strong black coffee.
I Elder sister—"This tooth of mine is ■tores:Ν. 60 cents. Foster-Milbnrn Co., Baf.
At
Dean's Ointment cure·.

nisery.

I

fendant
acquitted, and the Judge
laid it down that "when a man l:is: es
α woman against her will she is fully
entitled to bite his nose if she so

|

|

[ails to cure. It aliows you to eat all
the food you waHt. The most sensitive
ι stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
jured after everything else failed. Is
jnequallcd fur the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thriveon it.
First dose relieves. A diet unnecessary.

was

Bromo-Quinine

—

contains all of the

ligestants and digests all kinds of
Food. It gives instant relief and never

Himalayas.

êdf-A

I

what yon eat.

preparation

Family Pride.

ZZl'l'rî'r'·
l"11»

"My welcome gift at the gates of light."
5. She soon began her dally trade.
To chide the man and scold the maid·.
6. I shot an arrow Into the uir;
It fell to earth. I know not where.

Hiis

"Prisoner, have you anything to say
why the sentence of death should not

sweet!

o°n'. £££

Dyspepsia
Digests

SI."—Lipplncott's.

A Mutter of

lt'iA,not

JtJ*
!

Kodol
Cure

the koroner. So you better send for 81
Jackman, for he has got some kin in
manehester he wants to visit ennyhow,
an' he'd be willln' to go for his car
fare there an' back. Ancer back If you

j

promptly filled.

Also Window & Door Frames.

30 Superb Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments. But

Book shelf.

Pari»·, 1*1 e.

m*I will furnish DOORS anil WINDOWS of any
8lie or Style at reasonable prices.

Britannica

and Information.

mm,

Builders' Finish !

Encyclopaedia

edition

SUPPLIES !

*43 ITIaIii St., South

The New Werner
Edition of the..·.

Never

PHOTOGRAPHIC

p.

w.

$1.00 CASH

*** **

high

,cro<luette

land that bears a well
known name.
ThouKh 'tis but a little spot.
4. "He this," ehe cried as she winged her

3. De
5. Re
7. Val

aTe

GÏÏBT.·1 WhJCh

a

which

very

be passed ui>oii you?"
"A few words, my lord. I am thirty
years of age."
"Well?"
"Your elder brother is a physician."
The time when everybody reforms is
"This is Impertinent and Irrelevant."
after he is caught.
"It may sound so, my lord, but It
OF THE means life or death to me. I underCURED HEMORRHAGES
stand that you take a great pride In
LUNGS.
the phenomenal success of your brothso
were
since
"Several years
my lungs
w,tb brains,
badly affected that I had many hemor- er?"
°i both· °Γ
"I do, but what possible bearing can
""
Ake of Wood,
M.
A.
writes
"!"*η
rhages."
found in
Ind. "I took treatment with eeveral that have upon your case?"
Equal quantities of moat and sauce, or physicians without any benefit. I then
"Simply this: Your brother, the docm* h° »>«*■ When started to take Foley's Horey and Tar tor, examined me a year ago and pre"
18 ®°i« (canned salmon,
and my lun^s are now as sound as a bul- dicted that I would live at least tweneauce "ould bea t,ille let.
I reccominend it in advanced etagcs
un.®
years more. It would certainly
roast of lung troub'e."
F. A. Shurtieff A ty
-,an wben baked fi8h or
as a scientist
his
dermine
reputation
is
chicken is used. When the meat
Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
should I die before that time."—Lon,,,0,β 8auce maybû U8ed
Were
in snail cubes. A
There's a heap of difference between don Answers.
meat chopper shortens the preparation. rainbow-making and rainbow chasing.
Odd Dare For α Serpent.
Meat becomes pasty when chopped while
A NEW JERSEY EDITOR'S TESTIIn Alsace recently a four-year-old
tor the foundation of
MONIAL.
child, the daughter of a worklngman,
•ι
croquettes are these: OneM. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillips- became very ill one day, but speedily
f
fourth
cup each of butter and flour for burg, N. J.. Daily Post, writes: "I have recovered, and for some days afterTbe b»tter used
°r 8tock·
many kinds of medicines for coughs
her parents by eating
.
<■"» and colds in my family but never any- ward dismayed
"iiei,t,jr iur
a good deal more than a child of that
so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
thing
age Is wont to eat.
or tomato sauce may be I cannot
say too much in praise of it."
Instead, however, of growing fatter,
a"(i U8ed for croquettes. F. A. Shurtieff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxft·
the
grew thinner, and doctors who
W|tb meat can be utiliz-

[Six words.]

these words form a new word
will deline the original word:
1. Acknowledge. 2. Assever.
mise (the verb). 4. Detestable.
cllne. G. Produce (the noun),

Si

TlT a"'

îto. 288.—A Hidden Proverb.

No. 200.—Word

especially

™ΡΛ,ΤΙ,β

No. 2H8.—Beheadlav·.

selecting letters from each of

a

—

C'reuni It aim is placed into the nostrils, spreads
r.vcr the aicmbrans and is absorbed. Relief la im-

MAINE.

for

'^AY-fEVEB*

10
ad membrane.
Itcoieacatarrhar 1 <i.-'.'S

t ot

So do not

50c.

r : oan.*«e, soother and heal·

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

_

4

£i}'s Cream Balm

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Bear In Wind

magic.

substitute. Price 25c.

Nasal

patterns and clean

NORWAY,

due chieiiv to
in
the variability of materials,
the amount of moisture. It is
cally impossible to cover this by any
Way in which meat or
vegetab es are cooked, drained, and
ma8hed mak<* a difference
in the amount of moisture needed to
shape them into croquettes. The temthe cro<l"«ttes
iandled is another important point.
should be soft and
l(?ea·
<.r«o
inside when served, and yet keep
creamy
criep and brown out·
,
de
necessary to use one kind
often two or
,8h
,°r veK®table,
comb,ned·
Chicken and veal,

Behead once more and leave profit.
Behead a weapon and leave a fruit

By

βυιηβ

very short tail.

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatment by Ely's Cream Balm which is
received
It is
agreeably aromatic.
through the nostrils, cleanses and heals
the whole surface over which it diffuses
itself. A remedy for Nasal Catarrh
which is drying or exciting to the diseased membrane should not be used.
Cream Balm is recognized as a specific.
Price 50 cents at druggists or by mail.
Λ cold in the head immediately disappears when Cream Balm is used. Ely
Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.

croquettes
cook« experience

fflculty
m.V
making croquettes ie

in
in

23, a pronoun; from 0 to 27, a lump;
from 5 to 2s, to squander; from 1 to
20, begins; from 3 to 18, a girl's name;
from 4 to 32, cozy places; from 30 to
80, a wharf; from 20 to 37, the Abyssinian ox; 22 and 35, to pass from one
place to another.—St Nicholas.

1. 2. 3. There's

creamed
8j,n,etin'e8
with potato and

a

I

(PEKKY DATIS>)

to close out odd

From 2 to 4, a color; from 5 to 8, to
decrease; from 9 to 13, piles of rocks;
from 14 to 22, installing; from 23 to 20,
«mall children; 27 and 28. to exist; 30
and 31. a fatber; from 32 to 35, a
plant having au edible bulb; 30 and 37,
the Egyptian god of the sun; 14 and

21)3.—Kbyminir Blank·.
Fill the blanks with words of one
syllable, all rhyming with the first

A LOW PRICE

Wool

egg, or m macaroni

No.

South Paris, Maine.

ON

i«D

with

κ.
is combined

Hs
saltfleh

U. In express.

A.W. Walker & Son,

—

ÏÏ

Engaged couples fly

one, as in

classes may

i

Deering Ideal Mower,

also

iffittSftaftaJ?'"s·0"·1*
These
unite in

etudinarian.

60 YEARS'

Makers
Attention !

We

WORM

ELIXIR

Hay

and Wa'ter A. Wood

°u„fi8h
min
ÎiÎeSi- °ϊηβω·

OR. J. F. TRUE A CO.,
Auburn, M·.

Portland.
A II. Haxscom, t.. P. AT. A.
Calvin âlsTls, Vice l'res't A Gen'l Manager.
General Offices, Fo-ter's Wharf, Boston, Mas*.

see

Girt tl to

therkudrrn to guard ugntnst
worms.
Sold by all ilruaipst», ssc. Send for booklet

-•teamer» leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, an<!
In II» Wharf, Boston, liallv, except Sunday, at
7^»» r. m
Through ticket* l-sue· I mi l bagage checked
f«.r New York. PiitbMli'lphla an·) Washington
via all rail an·! >ouo'J Hues
t rvlght rate·» always» as low as other lines.
All freight vtaj this hue insure·! against tire
an·! marine risk
•I
F. Lisco.mb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,

Don't fail to

SON,

,KCrl"p·

th^rt-i
.S"
nL

paint.

better than

are

Expands.

J. W HEELER.

attaiB^hv
mÏÏS»

Mo. 2M7«—Automobile PomI·.

—>

They work easy, make a smooth surThe New England Conservatory of
and any one can apply them to
Music is about to move into its beautiful face,
This walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pannew buildings on the Hack Bay.
Many
kitchens and furniture.
is the largest school of music in the tries,
beautiful tints. The surface is nonworld, ami its pre-eminence among absorbeiit and can be kept bright and
American institutious has been conceded
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
ever sime it was founded in IS·*} by I)r.
Don't pay fancy price» when your dealer will
Eben Toarjee.
furnish you "Satsuma Interior Enamel·" at th·
Tweaty years a«jo, when the depart- «unie price
as ordinary paint.
ment of piano'orte instruction was being
KKKK Color card and our booklet, "Howl to
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos Itefurnlsb the Home Without Buying New furSince then, as the con- niture."
we e puuhased.
Co.,
ee-vatory has expa -ded, there have
Made by Heath &
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers Jt
Chicago.
I'ond pianos. With the expansion in- Also Floor I'aint, Floor Varnish, Coach
cidental to moving into the new buildMuralo, Ac.,
and Spar
Varnish,
ing. the board of directors of the conRailroad and Liquid Paints,
Masury's
:!1
for
servatory have placed their order
For sale by,
additional Ivers & Pond pianos, making
a total of 2W.
Higher tribute to this famous Loston ΟΙ ΤΗ ΡΛΚΙΚ.
MAIKE.
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued pationage by
this most critical uf musical institutions.

W

CROQUETTES.
From the derivation of the word a
croquette should be something criep or
you
crackling To buy freeh food for thU rout
to git some one else, for It ain't so
purpose is a waste of time, but many
In time of health prepare for sickness.
that I k|p leave home now. I got to
left-oversi thus may be made into a sav- One of the
greatest and most effective
may be made means of fighting the ravages of Coughs, do some butcherln', an' sort over a lot
,Cro(laettea
?'
t™m
the joory
material and formed in
Colds, Bronchitis, Grippe and all Throat of'apples just about the time
■£ y °°£·
brown outside is rod
troubles is found in Bauer's will be settin' In your court 81 JackLung
in
eS? »nd crumbs Instant Cough Cure. It wins the battle man of this town says that he would
and frying ?in ?ng
deep fat. That process is avery time. It is sold under a guarantee as soon as not go, for he ain't nothln'
βΠ croquettee' »>d though to cure that
cough or your money re- else to do jess now, bo you better send
the varieties are many, all may be group- Funded.
fer him. I hate the worst way not to
tW0 heads· tboee having a basis
The wonderful sale of Bauer's Instant
î!f
oblldge you, but It ain't so I kin at
® 8auce' and thoee which have
it
does
that
is
Cure
proof positive
Cough
r
the first class are the work. Get a
Ennyhow, I ain't much on
CF°<illettes
sample bottle free from present never
havln' been a joorymun
cooked tender and the
A. the law,
druggists:—F.
following
minced fl1"®
fine, while the sauce is double Shurtieff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's 'ceptlu' when old Bud Stiles got killed
°the™ «re made of Pond Orin
by the ears here some years ago when
Stevens, Oxford.
;
,
»«*· <·
I was one that set on the bodily with

<8β.-Ν··«Γΐο·1 Eilga*.
I am composed of nine letters and
am a great Invention.
My 1, 7, 3, 2 la a story.
My 5. β. 7. 8, 4 la a fruit
My H, 7, β, 8 la a musical Instrument
Ko.

Sais» Interior Emois

(vers & Pond Pianos.

CtiiflUax Jwor,
THE FOREIGN POWERS.
j ▲ NewAmHampshire
judge haa In hi·
to
ia
Peace with all nations
according ;
the following letter sent !b
po—coaloa
States.
the
United
of
the Coostilution
who bad been
& healthy condition of our personal him by an old farmer
as a
constitution should be, at all times, our notified that he had' been drawn
greatest individual desire. How apt are Juror for a certain tenn of court:
we to neglect our own health and allow
"Dear Jedge: I got your letter tellin' I
1
sur arch enemy—Disease,—to creep in me to come to Manchester an' do dooty
ind break down a'l of our fortifications on the joory, an' I write you these fue
rod put our health to an ignominious j lines to let
know that you'll have

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

HHMIllimMMOtIMM—iîC3ÎWHMHMIMIj

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

